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Scope and choice of indicators

The period covered is January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2005. A previous report was published in May 2005. Indicators have been chosen to allow clear interpretation
of the data. Only indicators are considered that reflect the activities of the Company and their impact. Data is the result of consolidating Company-wide information from
all French and foreign sites, except when only local data is available, or when it is more relevant than consolidated information. The sustainable development committee
members verify the accuracy of the published data.
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Our business

1Our business

OUR CONSUMERS BUY EACH DAY

- 22 million stationery products
(no.1 worldwide in ballpoint pens,
no.2 worldwide in stationery products);

- 4 million lighters
(no.1 worldwide in branded lighters);

- 11 million shavers;

- These three activities account
for 96% of our sales revenue.

- The BIC Group is also a manufacturer
of water sports equipment with BIC Sport,
the world’s leading brand in surfing.

- BIC® products are sold in over 160 countries,
through some 3.2 million outlets. 

- BIC has 8,474 employees.

NET SALES
BY CATEGORY

LIGHTERS

27%

STATIONERY

52%

OTHER
PRODUCTS

4%
SHAVERS

17%

NET SALES
BY REGION

NORTH AMERICA
AND OCEANIA

47%

EUROPE

31%

MIDDLE EAST,
AFRICA AND ASIA

6%
LATIN AMERICA

16%

NET SALES BY COUNTRY
LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT
ACCORDING TO THE UN HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT INDEX 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW

85%

14.2%
0.8%

WORKFORCE
BY ACTIVITY

LOGISTICS,
MARKETING AND
ADMINISTRATION

19%

MANUFACTURING
AND R&D

62%

SALES FORCE
AND CUSTOMER

SERVICES

19%

WORKFORCE
BY GEOGRAPHY

NORTH AMERICA
AND OCEANIA

23%

EUROPE

47%

MIDDLE EAST,
AFRICA AND ASIA

5%

LATIN
AMERICA

24%

WORKFORCE BY COUNTRY
LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT
ACCORDING TO THE UN HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT INDEX 

82.1%

17.6%
0.3%

HIGH MEDIUM LOW

STATIONERY CORRECTION PRODUCTS LIGHTERS SHAVERS

BIC factories in the world
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DISTRIBUTION
OF REVENUE
FROM BUSINESS
ACTIVITIES TO
OUR STAKEHOLDERS*

Net sales: 1,381 million euro

425 million euro in Europe

644 million euro in North America and Oceania

220 million euro in Latin America

92 million euro in the Middle East, Africa and Asia

EMPLOYEES

395 million euro
This amount includes wages,
social contributions and
profit-sharing paid to employees.

SUPPLIERS

668 million euro
BIC purchased 698 million euro
of raw materials, consumables
and services. Some local taxes
are also included in this amount.

Some local taxes are also
included in this amount.

SHAREHOLDERS

134 million euro
BIC paid 76 million euro
as dividends and also
invested 58 million euro
on share buybacks.

BANKS

19 million euro
The amount includes
2 million euro of bank
payment of principal
of loans and 17 million euro
of purchase of non-current
financial assets.

GOVERNMENTS

76 million euro
Total amount of corporate
income taxes paid
all over the world.

NET INVESTMENTS

71 million euro
This amount includes the 80 million euro
of manufacturing assets, the acquisition
of patents and licenses for 10 million euro
and the disposal of manufacturing assets
for 19 million euro.

2 Our business

FULL YEAR 2005 RESULTS

BIC Group net sales were 1,381 million euro in 2005, an increase of 9.2% as reported and
6.5% on a comparative basis. The income from operations (IFO) was up 38.2% as reported
to 238 million euro. IFO margin increased by 3.7 points to 17.3%, partially as a result of the
2004 non-recurring restructuring cost in the US, as well as continued focus on controlling
operational expenses. Excluding non-recurring items, the normalized IFO increased 17.6% in
2005, to 241 million euro. Group net income increased by 37.4% as reported, to 157 million
euro. Earnings per share was 3.11 euro in 2005, compared with 2.15 euro in 2004, an
increase of 44.4%, at a higher percentage than Group net income as a result of the share
repurchase and cancellation program. 

* Does not include the change in net current working capital
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To all of you who contribute to the development of BIC,

We are pleased to share with you our second sustainable development report. This document
enables us to highlight the many ways we have progressed in our pursuit of sustainable
development, which is a long-term commitment for the BIC Group. During our Annual
Shareholders’ Meeting on May 19, 2005, we publicly launched this effort and presented it
to our shareholders. Internally, we focused on raising awareness among all of our employees,
and our teams worked to communicate our approach to our partners, customers, subcon-
tractors and suppliers. Their reactions have been very positive and this has strengthened
our resolve and encouraged us to press on.

The priority of our program is clearly our products; this is our first responsibility. The studies
conducted to determine the environmental impact of our core products clearly show that
the less our products weigh, the more they are environmentally friendly. These findings
underscore our long-standing product philosophy: “just what’s necessary,” simplicity, func-
tionality, quality and the best value. To ensure continuous progress in this direction, we have
instituted an ecodesign program for new product development that is particularly adapted
to consumers who demand products that are more and more sophisticated and conse-
quently, heavier. 

At the same time, we have consulted with certain of our partners to garner their views on
the BIC method and better identify their expectations. For example, discussions have been
useful with one of our shipping agents about environmental problems in transportation.
We had not considered these issues in our initial report; they will be covered in this one.
We want to take into account the risks of global warming, even if BIC does not have a major
impact on this phenomenon. Therefore, this year we are assessing (at our level) the role in
this worldwide problem of the production of greenhouse gases caused by the trans-
portation of our merchandise. We will begin by measuring emissions in Europe.

The 2005 report is also an opportunity to celebrate the achievements of our site, BIC
Amazonia, located in Manaus, Brazil, in the middle of the Amazonian rainforest. This is a
major manufacturing site for the BIC Group. In its own way, BIC Amazonia locally deploys
the BIC sustainable development program. It offers a fine example of our approach, which
consists of taking into account local characteristics. Those in Manaus are indeed special,
not only economically speaking, but also socially and environmentally. We are proud to
present this site’s original, pragmatic and modern approach.

We hope you enjoy reading this document, and invite you to contact our sustainable devel-
opment teams with any additional questions.

Bruno Bich

Message from Bruno Bich, Chairman of the Board (1)

3Message from Bruno Bich

(1) During its meeting on February 28, 2006, BIC’s Board of Directors, on the recommendation
of Bruno Bich, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, has decided to separate Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer responsibilities, and has unanimously approved
the promotion of Mario Guevara to the position of Chief Executive Officer, effective March 1, 2006.
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WHY BIC COMMITS TO A SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The BIC® brand is for many people a symbol that stands for practical, quality products at
affordable prices. For some, it is also a brand for disposable products. When BIC commits
itself to sustainable development, the starting point is to answer the question, “Are dispos-
able products compatible with sustainable development?” That is the subject of the chap-
ter, Our Products.

Our commitment also answers the question, “How can we better portray the performance
of our Group to audiences who are justly concerned about sustainable development (ana-
lysts, customers, consumers, etc.)?” Furthermore, launching this program seems to us the
best way to analyze and drive progress in the social and environmental quality of our activ-
ities. Today, we are prepared to respond better to our partners’ new expectations regarding
sustainable development. We already see progress and we are working for the long term.

Our sustainable development structure

In 2003, our Chairman, Bruno Bich, created a sustainable development structure. Management
responsibility was given to Marie-Aimée Bich-Dufour, one of the Group’s three Executive
Vice Presidents. The sustainable development steering committee, coordinated by the
Director for Sustainable Development, Christine Desbois, includes 25 members of different
nationalities, notably French, American and Brazilian, representing various management
structures within the Group.

This committee:

- proposes to the Leadership team strategies and tactical action items, as well as reports
on actions undertaken,

- oversees the implementation of these action items within the Company.

This committee meets three times a year.

Our sustainable development management

For more details, see:

- Letter to our shareholders (Marcel Bich, 1972)

- BIC Group Code of Conduct

- Vision & Values

- Environment, Health & Safety policies

- Code of Ethics

14,000 awareness brochures published in 16 languages.
Management in 80% of our sites has received
a presentation of the sustainable development program.

Management indicators
Percentage of employees who are aware
of the BIC sustainable development program 

95% 100%

EUROPE NORTH AMERICA
AND OCEANIA

100%

LATIN
AMERICA

60%

ASIA
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How sustainable development
is deployed in the Company

In 2005, the BIC sustainable development program included the following
actions:

- a 10-minute presentation to the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting on May 19,
2005,

- a campaign to raise Company employee awareness, through presentations
made to site management and also through awareness brochures published
in national languages; work begun in May 2005 will be completed by the
beginning of 2006; all presentations have been jointly given by members
of site management teams and members of the Group sustainable devel-
opment committee,

- presentations during skill-building seminars,

- presentations to new hires as part of the “Welcome to BIC” orientation
program given by BIC University,

- integration within internal communications materials.

In 2005, six sites in France organized a competition, Gestes Verts au Travail
(act ’green’ at work), which rallied employees. The winning initiatives will be
implemented.

Determining what is at stake with stakeholders

This year, we began consulting with our stakeholders to get outside opinions
on our approach to sustainable development.

This step is new for BIC. It enables us to better identify and understand their
expectations. It is also an accelerator for progress towards enhanced commu-
nications and even greater transparency. Finally, it leads us to ramp up new,
shared initiatives.

OUR COMMUNICATION
STAKEHOLDERS CHANNELS

Consumers Consumer services, accessed via the Web
Product information, accessed via the Web
Consumer market testing
See “Our Products”

Customers Operational partnerships with distributors, for logistics and IT solutions
Participation in trade fairs
See “Our Customers”

Employees Dialog and negotiations with workforce/union committees (on site)
Information and training for employees: BIC University,
Internal newsletters, intranet (Maestro)
Employee awareness programs: Vision and Values,
and values measures (annual survey)
Code of Ethics, Sustainable Development
Employee satisfaction surveys
Health and Safety management at the different sites
See “Our Employees”

Governments Dialog with government authorities at all levels

Local Participation in local initiatives in support of education and social issues
communities See “Our Communities”

Professional Active participation in national and international professional organizations
organizations (WIMA, EWIMA, European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers, and others)

Shareholders Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
and the financial Shareholders’ meetings

community Annual Report, Reference Document
Letters to shareholders
Toll-free number
Road shows, visiting institutional investors
Meetings and conference calls with financial analysts and journalists
Regular information by telephone and by e-mail
Internet site

Suppliers Partner relations 
and subcontractors Partnering with contract manufacturers in order to foster economic,

social and environmental progress
See “Our Subcontractors”

The media Press conferences, press releases
Regular contacts with the press corps

The winner of the Act Green
at work contest with the judges,
in Boulogne-sur-Mer (France)

The winners of the Act Green
at work contest
in Joigny (France)
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Indicators
RAW MATERIALS
TOTAL PURCHASING IN 2005 

- Plastic accounts for 16%
of product shop costs

- 4 to 5 g of plastic in each BIC®

Classic shaver and BIC® Cristal®

ballpoint pen

- The major environmental impact
of our products results from the use
of plastics, a non-renewable resource

Area of improvement

- Optimize materials used
in new products

(See “Our Products”)

METAL

18%

PLASTIC

38%

OTHER

38%

INK AND
SOLVENTS

6%

Indicators

- 24 factories

- Number of production sites
by the UN Human Development
Index of the country

- 90% of production takes place
at BIC sites

Area of improvement

- Progress in management systems
for Environment, Health & Safety

(See “Our Factories”)

Indicators

- A BIC® ballpoint pen can draw
a line from 2 to 3 km long

- A BIC® maxi lighter supplies
3,000 lights

- A BIC® shaver is good
for 7 to 10 days of shaving

- A shave consumes on average
2 liters of water

- 78.5% of the total environmental
impact linked to the life cycle
of the BIC® Classic shaver relates
to the time spent shaving

Area of improvement

- Market environmentally-friendly 
products

- Raise consumer
awareness 

Indicators

- Weight of BIC® products sold in
France each year: 5,350 tones, 
that is less than 0.0255%
of total French waste

- The environmental impact of the end
of life cycle phase of BIC® Cristal®

pens, BIC® Classic shavers
and BIC® Maxi lighters represents,
respectively, 0.2%, 0.2% and 0.4%
of their total environmental impact

Area of improvement

- Optimize materials used
in new products

(See “Our Products”)

Indicators

- Sales in 160 countries
at 3.2 million outlets

- Number of BIC® Cristal® pens
per truck: 2.7 million

- Number of BIC® Classic shavers
per truck: 845,000

- Number of BIC® J6 lighters
per truck: 831,600

Area of improvement

- Reduce the environmental impact
of transportation

- Foster greater sustainable
development in customer relations

(See “Our Customers”)

MATERIALS
PROCUREMENT

PRODUCTION UTILIZATION

END OF LIFEDISTRIBUTION AND
TRANSPORTATION

Activities chart

6 Our sustainable development management

HIGH
DEVELOP-
MENT 

LOW
DEVELOP-
MENT 

18

6

0

MEDIUM
DEVELOP-
MENT 
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Our priorities
This table presents BIC’s progress and priorities in sustainable development: actions undertaken in 2005 and planned for 2006.

ACTION ITEMS EVENTS DURING THE YEAR (2005) EVENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING YEAR (2006)

MANAGEMENT

Project management • Two steering committee meetings, chaired by Bruno Bich • Three steering committee meetings
• First assessment by Eiris and Vigeo • Program review after 3 years
• Listed in ASPI Eurozone, FTSEE4Good • Integration of the expectations of our partners

into our sustainable development program

SD training program  • Presentation of our program to employees: 95% in Europe, • Presentation of our program to employees: 100% worldwide
100% in North America, 100% in South America and 60% in Asia

External communications • Publication of our first Sustainable Development report • Publication of our second Sustainable Development report
• Additional information posted on the BIC Web site • Design of a dedicated Web site
• Compilation of readers’ remarks and expectations concerning our report • Additional information posted on the BIC Web site

OUR PRODUCTS “MINIMIZE IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT”

Ecodesign • Ecodesign tool finalized for Stationery • Systematic measurement of the environmental impact 
• For stationery products, 40% of R&D engineers receive training, of all new stationery products

and launch of the systematic use of the approach for all new products • 100% of R&D engineers trained for stationery products
• Lighter life cycle evaluation • Analysis of the environmental impact of our principal articles

• Integration of ecodesign for new products in the shaver category

OUR FACTORIES “SAFE AND CLEAN”

EH&S Policy • Communicate the new Group EH&S Policy at all factories • Group follow-up and support of the implementation of the Policy
• Each factory plans local implementation of Policy

Environmental management system • 4 pilot sites implement the BIC requirements for an Environmental Management System • Begin worldwide implementation of the Environmental Management System

Health & Safety management system • Define the requirements for a BIC Health and Safety Management System • 4 pilot sites implement the BIC requirements for a Health & Safety Management System

OUR SUBCONTRACTORS “RESPECT THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION (ILO) STANDARDS”

Global contract manufacturers • 26 assessments carried out this year • 100% of global contract manufacturers compliant with the BIC Group Code 
• A brochure is published to present the BIC CSR Program of Conduct (or are implementing a corrective action plan)

to global contract manufacturers • Presentation of the BIC CSR program to contract manufacturers

Local contract manufacturers • Monitoring plan for assessment of local contract manufacturers • 27 assessments of local contract manufacturers
• 45 local contract manufacturers in 19 countries, working for 12 subsidiaries
• 6 assessments done since 2004

BIC Group Code of Conduct internal assessment • Redraft of the BIC Group Code of Conduct for BIC-owned facilities • 3 self-assessments of BIC facilities
• One BIC facility assessed by an external monitoring company 

to increase our knowledge of assessment procedures
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ACTION ITEMS EVENTS DURING THE YEAR (2005) EVENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING YEAR (2006)

OUR PACKAGING “LIGHT AND PRACTICAL” (OUR LOGISTICAL OPERATIONS)

Packaging • Drafting of a checklist for optimizing packaging • Deployment of the manual and training 
• Design and writing of an ecodesign manual for packaging, • Analysis of 100% of new packaging designs according to ecodesign principles

intended for people involved in packaging design
(marketing, logistics, R&D and factories)

Transport • Measurement of greenhouse gases for our European transportation chain 
and identification of areas of improvement

OUR VALUES, OUR COMMITMENT TO ETHICS “A DAY-TO-DAY REALITY FOR EACH AND EVERY EMPLOYEE”

Vision & Values • Worldwide internal rollout and kickoff of a program concerning our values • Implementation of available, specific training on the theme of our corporate values,
(7,300 people are involved, which is 97% of the target audience) for employees who wish to participate in the training

• An opinion survey is conducted at Milford (USA), regarding the commitment of our employees • Implementation in Milford (USA) of the action plan relative to employee commitment
• Implementation in Clichy, France, of an action plan relative to employee commitment • Implementation of an annual opinion survey of employees 

concerning adherence to BIC values

Code of Ethics • Our Code of Ethics is translated into 17 languages • Internal dissemination and commitment to the Code of Ethics

Golden Rules of Ethics • Definition of Golden Rules of Ethics for Finance, Communications, Human Resources, • Dissemination of the Golden Rules of Ethics in the different 
Manufacturing, Marketing, Sales and Legal management structures of the Company

OUR EMPLOYEES “INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING FOR A SHARED FUTURE”

People Development • 90% of managers have an Individual Development Plan (IDP) • Integration of the BIC Vision & Values in annual performance reviews
• Training plans for non-managerial employees (pilot projects) • Definition of an internal reference guide to skills for each competency

• Training plans for non-managerial employees (for wider coverage)

Human Resources reporting • Continuous improvement in reporting: payroll, Health & Safety, training, • Continuous improvement: optimization for clarity in reporting on the basis  
gender diversity and employee commitment of expert feedback (non-financial analysts, other stakeholders)

OUR SPIRIT OF SOLIDARITY “WE OFFER HELP TO CITIZENS OF THE WORLD WHO ARE IN NEED”

Subsidiaries reporting • Follow-up implemented for initiatives on the part of subsidiaries • Publication of an internal brochure to present the initiatives of 2005, 
intended for all subsidiaries

OUR CONSUMERS, OUR CUSTOMERS “TRUST BASED ON RESPONSIBILITY, QUALITY AND SAFETY”

Raise awareness among the sales force • BIC sustainable development program awareness campaign reaches • On the basis of our second report, in-depth training
100% of key-account managers in Europe for large-account managers in Europe

• Deployment of this training to other continents

www.bicworld.com
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The Ethical Investment Research Service (EIRIS)
recognizes the relevance of the BIC Group’s sustainable
development policy decisions for:

- the BIC Environment, Health & Safety (EH&S) policy,

- its Code of Conduct,

- its Code of Ethics,

- its customer/supplier relations.

EIRIS has identified the following areas for improvement:

- environmental reporting,

- no specific Human rights policy for the Group,

- the BIC system for Health & Safety management and reporting.

The rating agency, Vigeo, recognizes BIC’s performance in:

- formalizing its sustainable development methodology, publishing
or updating its policies,

- the quality of BIC’s commitment in HR policy,

- its proactive program regarding subcontractors,

- its strong policy in favor of the environment, which includes taking
into account its products in Group actions for the environment.

The agency indicated the following areas for improvement:

- the action plan in favor of the environment is still in its initial phase,

- if corporate governance is transparent, Vigeo still questions
the independence of BIC’s Board of Directors.

Indice FTSE4Good Europe
evaluation by Eiris
The FTSE4Good Index lists 264
companies, out of which 26 are French

The Advanced Sustainable
Performance Index,
ASPI Eurozone,
evaluation by Vigeo
lists the 120 companies traded
in the Eurozone, of which 50 are French,
with the best ratings for social
and environmental responsibility

CRITERIA RATING SCORE
(MIN –– / MAX ++) 2005 2005

Human Resources + 57
Environment + 47
Customers & Suppliers + 51
Corporate Governance – 40
Community Involment + 53
Human Rights + 58
Score scaling : 0 to 100

Details from Vigeo's rating of BIC, as stated in its rating declaration,
noted under the heading for “Industrial Goods and Services” in March 2005

BIC GROUP IN TWO MAJOR
SUSTAINABILITY INDEXES 

The assessments of corporate social responsibility rating
agencies are the result of evaluations of companies accord-
ing to social and environmental criteria, and serve to consti-
tute market indexes for those interested in “ethical” invest-
ment. Criteria vary from one agency to another. Evaluations
are based on questionnaire surveys and information made
public by companies.

In 2005 (the year of publication of our first sustainable devel-
opment report), the BIC Group was surveyed by two rating
agencies: Eiris and Vigeo. In both cases, the conclusions
were positive and BIC was listed in two major indexes:
FTSE4Good Europe and ASPI Eurozone.

BENCHMARK: COMPANY/INDUSTY SECTOR
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Our corporate governance and ethics

10 Our corporate governance and ethics

HOW WE RESPECT STANDARDS
FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE 

On February 28, 2006, the powers of Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
were separated in compliance with French law concerning corporate governance (Nouvelles
régulations économiques, or NRE). The position of Chairman of the Board is held by Bruno
Bich, and that of Chief Executive Officer, by Mario Guevara.

Moreover, for the first time, the Board of Directors, during the 2005 fiscal year, attributed to
members of the Leadership team, 34,450 free shares in the Company (representing 0.066%
of the share capital) subject to meeting performance objectives: i.e., net sales growth of 20
percent over three years time, and net cash flow for operations equivalent to 17 percent of
sales revenue over three years. This new policy translates the Company’s decision to make
a part of top management’s compensation subject to the achievement of long-term objectives.

Double voting rights

The BIC Group takes a long-term view of its actions and, therefore, needs a shareholder
base, which supports this vision. That is why its articles of incorporation attribute double
voting rights to all nominative, fully paid-up shares, held by the same shareholder for at least
two years and regardless of the profile and nationality of the shareholder.

Our shareholders and sustainable development

On May 19, 2005, we presented our sustainable development program at our Annual
Shareholders’ Meeting. Henceforth, we include a report on sustainable development in most
of our presentations to shareholders, both individual and institutional.

OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Disseminate the Code of Ethics Code of Ethics at www.bicworld.com
to all our employees See objectives for 2006

Formalize our golden rules Golden Rules for 7 competencies
by skill  center for finance, legal, out of 8 have been formalized
human resources, communications, (Golden Rules for Purchasing
sales and marketing formalized in 2004)

Raise awareness among managers Postponed
in the various regions of the golden rules (see Objectives for 2006)
for their respective activities 

TOPICS OF INTEREST
TO OUR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS,
IN 2005*

* Input for calculating the indicator:
115 institutions met during the year 

ECONOMY ENVIRONMENT

100%

17%
1%

GOVERNANCE
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HOW WE TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE VALUE
OF ETHICS ON A DAILY BASIS

Work ethic

Ethics is one of the five central values of our Group. Based on the Code of Ethics of our
American subsidiary, BIC Corporation, a program in favor of ethics and a Code of Ethics
were formalized last year for all of the Group’s sites.
We are currently translating our Code of Ethics into each of the languages spoken at our
sites. In addition, we have publications in progress to raise awareness. They present a quiz
reminder on ethics.
Following this awareness campaign, the system for managing possible ethics incidents will
be tested in 2006.

For this initiative, two mediators have been named: Marie-Aimée Bich-Dufour, Executive
Vice President for Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia, and Tom Kelleher, Senior Vice
President for North & Latin America and Oceania.
Their role is to coordinate program advancement, and once the system for managing any
operational incidents has been established, to handle any ethical problems that might arise
among employees.

The BIC Golden Rules

In 2005, responsibility was given to a team of managers, covering three continents, to define
our Golden Rules with regard to ethics for all of our competencies.
These Golden Rules outline behavior for each skill center and are detailed by means of spe-
cific, pragmatic professional situations. They offer a framework that all employees can refer
to, and respond to a request for clarification, which emerged during a worldwide survey carried
out in the spring of 2005 (see box: What Ethics mean at BIC).

In 2006, we intend to disseminate these Golden Rules among our employees.

GOVERNANCE: LEGAL OBLIGATIONS AND VOLUNTARY RECOMMENDATIONS BIC PERFORMANCE

Board members One third independent directors (having no relationship with the Company, Board of Directors Audit Committee Compensation Committee
the Group or its managers that could be construed to constitute a conflict of interest (1) 4/9 3/3 2/3

Number of Board meetings during the year (1) 6

Attendance rate (1) 81.5%

Existence of standing committees (1) 2 committees

Number of standing committee meetings during the year (1) Audit Committee Compensation Committee
3 3

Attendance rate (1) Audit Committee Compensation Committee
100% 100%

Evaluation of Board performance once every 3 years (1) At the beginning of 2005, performance was evaluated by a confidential questionnaire.
No change was made to the Board’s rules of order.

Length of the mandate of Board members 3 years, renewable. The age limit is set at 65 years of age

Multiple mandates (2) All members conform to the rules concerning multiple mandates

Emoluments of Board members Reference Document – Board Management Report

Shareholders Quorum for Shareholder meetings 82.655% in response to the first invitation

(1) According to the Viénot and Bouton Reports

(2) French law concerning corporate governance (Nouvelles Régulations Economiques, also called NRE)
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What Ethics mean at BIC

Here are opinions drawn from the responses of 7,300 employees,
97% of the target audience, surveyed between February
and April 2005, as part of the deployment of BIC Values.

WHAT “ETHICAL” MEANS

Honesty Tell the truth spontaneously; don’t withhold information;
know when to say “no” or “I don’t know”;
find solutions rather than a guilty party

Confidence / Know how to show confidence, 
Recognition communicate, and act transparently

Respect Listening, respect for people, schedules, timetables,
the law, stakeholders, and equipment…
Set a good example

Equality No preferential treatment

ETHICAL EVERY DAY

Pre- Problems Action plans 
conditions encountered proposed

The example set Stressed out managers, Coaching by Human 
by management not sufficiently exemplary Resources in order 
mutual respect and unwilling to listen to handle difficult cases.

Specific training for managers.

Open, clear Limited transparency Communicate while respecting 
communication (e.g., concerning the obligations of the law

site closures) and confidentiality.
Everyone’s ideas are Encourage more direct 
not always heard communication with 

general management

Clear limits Differing interpretations Code of Ethics 
and definitions of what is ethical and Golden Rules
of what is ethical depending by skill center

on competencies

« Silchester does not only consider sustainable development criteria
when making an investment decision. However, the concept is clearly
identified within the framework of its assessment of good corporate
governance. This is a critical consideration in evaluating an asset,
and naturally fits in with our study of long-term values. It is also
part and parcel of the intrinsic value of an economic tool and
its competitive advantage.

From this point of view, the role of a shareholder is to ensure
that the financial resources of an enterprise are correctly allocated
in terms of social and environmental responsibility, initiatives in favor
of corporate citizenship, as well as concerning capital expenditures
that enable a company to position itself in tomorrow’s marketplaces.

Consequently, Silchester is particularly sensitive to the commitment
of BIC in the arena of sustainable development. The main area
of progress, for us, is BIC’s ability to integrate even more sustainable
development into company management, through for instance
its objectives and bonuses, set for management teams according
to key performance indicators, relating to operations. »

Comments from Bertrand Le Pan de Ligny of SILCHESTER
INTERNATIONAL INVESTORS, an institutional investor based in London,
which holds nearly 10.5% of the share capital of SOCIÉTÉ BIC 

The principles
of our Code of Ethics

Principles of action: 

- Respect for fundamental human rights: 
Standards of the International Labor
Organization (ILO), forbidding all forms
of harassment and discrimination

- Respect for the environment: 
Health, safety and environmental
protection in factories, sharing
our objectives and values with
our subcontractors, low-impact products,
ecological awareness in the office

- Respect for the law

- Social dialogue

Principles of behavior:

- Avoid conflicts of interest

- Protection of Company property

- Professional responsibility

- Integrity and honesty in relations
with our customers and suppliers

For more information, go to www.bicworld.com

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Disseminate internally our Code of Ethics

Deploy BIC Golden Rules in the different management structures of the Group
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Our products: our primary responsibility

OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Have available a complete ecodesign tool 100% for stationery products
Other products: see objectives for 2006

Train our designers in sustainable 40% of designers for stationery 
development and ecodesign products are trained

Initiate the integration of ecodesign See objectives for 2006
in our Research & Development projects

HOW BIC® PRODUCTS TAKE INTO ACCOUNT
THE STAKES IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Simplicity is a state of mind

The BIC® product philosophy has always been focused on simplicity, functionality, quality
and the best value.

The materials that BIC® products are made of have only one purpose: perfect harmony
between form and function. There has never been any place for the superfluous.

This approach also applies in our factories where manufacturing processes for BIC® products
are constantly being optimized, notably to reduce materials usage.

That is the effort it takes to enable us to offer the best products at the best price. Our vision
is simple: we offer simple, innovative, reliable products for all, throughout the world.

BIC® products last for a long time. Most of our pens are designed to draw a line from 2 to
3 km long. BIC® lighters are the most efficient in the marketplace and supply 3,000 lights.
BIC® shavers are good for 7 to 10 days of shaving depending on the model.

BIC: DISPOSABLE AND SUSTAINABLE

Many consumers associate the word “disposable” with the BIC® brand. Generally speaking,
when they are asked to cite examples of disposable products, shavers are among the products
most often spontaneously mentioned (after packaging). Pens and lighters are also cited, but
less often.

In spite of the apparent contradiction between disposable and sustainable, what really
counts is the real impact on the environment. Studies we have conducted show that the
environmental impact of our products, over their entire life cycle, is very limited, even if
improvement is still possible. With regard to waste, the impact is minimal. These studies
have also shown that the impact of our stationery and shaving products are minor compared
with the impact linked with their use, such as the consumption of paper or the consumption
of water and shaving foam.

Nonetheless, our mission in favor of sustainable development is to continuously control and
optimize the impact of our products. This is the BIC approach to designing products that is
compatible with sustainable development.

Our products: our primary responsibility
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Comments from word maven, Pierre d’Huy, on the term, disposable.
Pierre d’Huy is semiologist, teaching in the Institute of the High Studies
of Information and Communication, Sorbonne, Paris-IV, France

« The adjective, disposable, is often associated with certain products from BIC. Its meanings
are numerous, which is why we can examine them and see how BIC fits in with this
situation. The majority of things that are part of everyday consumption are disposable.
Consumers have become so accustomed to this that it is no longer mentioned.
How often does one hear someone ask for a disposable toothbrush? What does it mean
to say, “a disposable pen,” “a disposable wallet,” or “a disposable garment?”

“Disposable” is a recent adjective; it only first entered the language in the 1950s.
At that time, it applied to a new category of practical, household objects with short life
cycles, which was defined in relation to older categories of objects. The meaning
of the word, disposable, has since changed considerably.

In the 1960s, the adjective, disposable, took on a positive connotation. In those days,
Marcel Bich was called the “the king of disposable” by admiring (and sometimes envious)
pundits. Disposable products became synonymous with progress and freedom.
This is much less the case today in a context of environmental public consciousness.

Let’s look at the dictionary: current synonyms for disposable are throwaway, not reusable
and non-refundable…which can be compared with their inverse, the antonyms for
disposable: durable, long-lasting and enduring in value. The most recent meaning
of disposable only appeared with the launch of cleaning wipes. Disposable now signified
“designed to be used once.” This adds a temporal dimension to the current meaning
of disposable. However, if every product that is to be used once is disposable,
that nevertheless doesn’t mean all disposable products can only be used once! »

“Does BIC intend to make wider use of recycled materials,
coming from renewable raw materials, or even biodegradable ones?”

BIC closely monitors evolution in these technologies and their spin-offs. It sometimes uses
recycled materials (the BIC® Evolution™ product range is an example). Wider use still raises
problems of cost, quality and availability. To begin with, these materials may imply significant
additional costs. Their use thus becomes difficult to justify, faced with our consumers’
expectations. Furthermore, although these materials generally benefit from a positive image
for the environment, the reality of their advantages for the environment is not systematic.
The ecodesign approach taken by the BIC Group makes it possible to measure the impact
of such materials across the entire life cycle of a product.

“Does BIC foresee launching re-usable or renewable products?”

Certain BIC® stationery products (fountain pens, mechanical pencils, ballpoint pens, etc.)
are refillable. The necessary consumables are sold at specialized stationers or in supermar-
kets. In the U.S., BIC set up in 2000 a Web site dedicated to selling refills in the American
marketplace (www.bicrefills.com). That said, experience seems to indicate that the refill
solution, at the end of the day, does not have wide appeal with today’s consumers.
Moreover, for simple products like ours, a refillable model does not necessarily have less of
an impact, mainly because of the environmental costs of distributing refills.

“Are BIC® products recyclable?”

To be recyclable, products at the end of their life must offer significant potential in both
weight and volume, as well as be easy to disassemble, such as automobiles, glass, paper
and most packaging. BIC® products do not meet these criteria. They are small, and there-
fore light in weight, scattered, and made of different materials, sometimes difficult to disas-
semble for safety reasons, such as lighters. Consequently, BIC® products are generally not
designed to be recycled.

WHAT OUR CONSUMERS ASK

Consumer perception
of the BIC® brand

In 2004, a study by the French polling agency,
IFOP*, found that the BIC® brand is perceived
as a symbol of:

- good quality for the price: 49%

- practicality: 40%

- disposability: 38%

- economy: 27%

The same study revealed
that consumers spontaneously cite
as an example of disposable products: 

- packaging: 55%

- shavers: 33%

- facial tissues: 21%

- baby wipes: 21%

- plastic cups: 16%

- pens: 9%

- batteries: 6%

- lighters: 5%
* Sustainable development survey in 2004;

results compiled from a sub-sampling
of 400 people in France
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THE REAL IMPACT OF BIC® PRODUCTS
ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Environmental assessments for our core products have led to the following conclusions:

- The primary impact of all BIC® products is related to raw materials usage, and particularly
the plastics we use. Their production contributes to the depletion of oil reserves and, for
certain of our lighters, to the depletion of natural gas reserves.

- The impact of our products is minor compared with the impact from use (the impact of
paper for writing instruments or water and shaving foam for shaving).

- The duration of use is also fundamental. The longer a product is used, the more its
impact diminishes.

- In our product ranges, a refillable product does not necessarily have a lesser impact,
chiefly due to the environmental costs of distributing refills.

- The impact of our products at the end of their life generally accounts for less than 0.2 percent
of the overall impact. This is explained by the fact that our products are very lightweight and
that they do not contain substances hazardous to the environment.

- The more lightweight a product, the easier it is on the environment. Weight is the deci-
sive factor.

HOW BIC MEASURES THE IMPACT OF ITS PRODUCTS

In order to perform these evaluations and measure the impact of its products on the envi-
ronment, BIC employs the method, Eco-Indicator 99, based on a life cycle assessment. The
method, Eco-Indicator 99, was developed by Pré Consultants, a Dutch ecodesign agency,
in partnership with the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment,
and included the contributions of scientific experts in life cycle impact assessments. Today,
this approach is used by a large number of companies worldwide.

This method is not covered within the framework defined by the norm, ISO 14040.
Nonetheless, it enables us to identify and prioritize areas of improvement for our products.
The environmental results presented in the following pages come from studies conducted
using the method, Eco-Indicator 99. For more details on the life cycle of our products and
on the method, Eco-Indicator 99, go to www.bicworld.com.

The most typical BIC products, which correspond to the largest share of our sales (BIC®

Cristal® ballpoint pens, BIC® Classic shavers and lighters), were analyzed by outside experts
from the Agency O2 France. To understand new trends in the marketplace, we also had
some of our new products analyzed.

In 2005, we decided to develop this approach internally and progressively extend these
environmental impact assessments. Products showing the highest sales figures are sched-
uled to be analyzed in 2006. This will give us a differentiated vision of the environmental
impact of our product ranges.

Our products: our primary responsibility
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BIC® Cristal® BIC® Velocity® Flint lighter Flint lighter Lighter Single-blade shaver Triple-blade shaver
ballpoint pen Gel pen BIC® maxi BIC® Slim™ BIC® Electronic BIC® Classic BIC® Comfort 3®

Duration of use 2,000 meters 800 meters 3,000 lights 1,900 lights 1,700 lights 7 days 10 days

SIMPLIFIED LIFE CYCLE EVALUATION (NOT INCLUDING USAGE): RESULTS FROM THE METHOD, ECO-INDICATOR 99

Test cycle 2,000 meters 2,000 meters 1,000 lights 1,000 lights 1,000 lights 1 year of shaving 1 year of shaving 

Impact distributed
over life cycle
(not including usage)

Comparable impact 1 4.52 1 1.27 2.98 1 1.21

Main impact Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used
contribute contribute contribute contribute contribute contribute contribute
to depletion to depletion to depletion to depletion to depletion to depletion to depletion
of oil reserves of oil reserves of natural gas reserves of oil reserves of natural gas reserves of oil reserves of oil reserves

THE FUEL BURNED BY A SMALL CAR OVER A DISTANCE OF 100 KM  REQUIRES AS MUCH OIL AS IT TAKES TO PRODUCE THE PLASTIC IN:

3,200 BIC® Cristal® 2,100 BIC® Velocity® Gel 2,500 BIC® Slim™ 2,800 BIC® Classic 1,400 BIC® Comfort 3®

6,400 km of writing 1,680 km of writing 4.75 million lights 50 years of shaving 38 years of shaving

SIMPLIFIED LIFE CYCLE EVALUATION (INCLUDING USAGE): RESULTS FROM THE METHOD, ECO-INDICATOR 99

Impact distributed
over life cycle 
(including usage)

Main impact Impact of paper: Impact of paper: Water consumption Water consumption
energy, water pollution energy, water pollution

5.62%

90.45%

0.27%
3.66%

24.95%

66.14%

0.24%
8.67%

10.68%

83.98%

0.47%
4.87%

7.98%

86.41%

0.38%
5.23%

11.44%

83.96%

0.20%
4.40%

29.43%

62.97%

0.27%
7.33%

30.61%

55.04%

0.20%
14.16%

USAGE

87%

PRODUCT

13%

USAGE

60%

PRODUCT

40%

USAGE

78%

PRODUCT

22%

USAGE

75%

PRODUCT

25%

• Raw material

• Production

• Distribution

• End of life
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OUR ECODESIGN APPROACH

Today’s market trend is to new, more sophisticated products with more comfort in holding
the product in your hand, plus more flexibility and fluidity in usage. This trend also often
means products that weigh more. For instance, to draw a line 2 km long with a ballpoint
pen, the BIC® Velocity® Gel pen has an environmental impact nearly five times greater than
the BIC® Cristal® ball pen. In fact, this pen requires more plastic material and offers more
comfortable, but less economical gel technology, which also does not write as long.

In 2005, we initiated our ecodesign method in order to respond in the most environmentally-
friendly way possible to this situation. This is a preventive approach that enables integrating
environmental questions, starting at the product design stage. It allows us to understand
and reduce the environmental impact of a product over its entire life cycle, while offering
consumers products that have at least the same or better quality-of-use.

Also in 2005, we developed a measurement tool, based on the method, Eco-Indicator 99,
and we trained our R&D teams in its use. This approach integrates criteria of cost and quality
so as to produce more with less, and to continue to guarantee the best quality and value
for our consumers.

This approach was given priority for our new stationery products, which make up the vast
majority of our new product launches. In 2006, we plan to extend this method to new shavers.

Our ecodesign tool allows us to:

- Attribute an environmental rating to a product in the project phase and to compare it with
a BIC® reference product.

- Measure the environmental impact:

- at each step in the life cycle, for each part (cap, tip, clip, etc.) as well as for other
elements (packaging, displays, etc.);

- for each kind of impact (use of fossil resources, greenhouse effect, water consumption, etc.).
Next and each time it is reasonably possible, our R&D teams will explore different scenarios
for minimizing the impact by varying the materials used, production processes, manufacturing
location, or by optimizing the product profile. As a result, BIC® pens offering several design
options will be ecodesigned using this process.

« LYRECO supports Sustainable Development and has involved its suppliers
practically from the beginning – via questionnaires, for example,
dealing with the safety of its products as well as social and environmental
conditions concerning production.

Already for several years, we have had a program called Green Products,
which is our response to an emerging expectation among large
companies and government administrations that comprise a portion
of our clientele. It aims to offer products with environmental value-added
in each of the ranges in our catalog. As part of this approach, it seems
to us fundamental to work closely with our suppliers to whom we pass
on market requirements and who bring us in return their expertise
for their product ranges.

What’s more, we find BIC’s ecodesign approach relevant and objective.
In measuring the impact of its products, BIC defines a solid, pragmatic
working basis. This allows us to better integrate social and environmental
criteria into our product selections and into our catalog references.
Now is the time for us to work together on this basis, to meet
the expectations of the marketplace and identify the best solutions.

In addition, a method like ecodesign needs to be explained to consumers
so that they can take this information into account in their decisions
to buy… It’s a project we will be working on together in 2006. »

The opinions of Mr. Hornung – Group Director, Quality-Security-
Environment and Mr Meynadier – Group Marketing Executive,
from LYRECO, worldwide office suppliers and partners of the BIC Group

Our products: our primary responsibility
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HOW BIC® PRODUCT PACKAGING IS MANAGED

Many BIC® products are sold without any packaging to our consumers. In Europe, 43.5 percent
of BIC® writing instruments are sold to our customers in boxes of 12, 20 or 50 and offered
to consumers without packaging. In the same fashion, 66 percent of BIC® lighters are sold
to consumers without packaging. About 73 percent of our shavers are sold to consumers in
lots of 5, 10 or more, in lightweight pouches.

To further reduce our impact, we emphasize the optimization of packaging design according
to the principles of ecodesign, while being careful not to undermine protection and product
presentation. An awareness brochure has been published for dissemination among employ-
ees involved in packaging design.

BIC® LIGHTER QUALITY AND SAFETY COMMITMENTS

Commitment 1: All BIC lighter plants are ISO 9001 certified production plants. BIC lighter
products meet or exceed the ISO 9994 international safety standard requirements. 

Commitment 2: BIC is an active member of various associations (such as the European
Federation of Lighter Manufacturers, ISO, BSI, AFNOR) in order to provide the latest and
most reliable quality and safety information to its customers. 

Commitment 3: Each BIC lighter undergoes more than 50 separate automatic quality
checks. Additionally, BIC conducts regular post-market product tests. 

Commitment 4: BIC continuously develops exclusive technology to ensure the quality and
safety of all BIC lighters, e.g., a very stable flame and a reservoir which can resist extreme
drop tests and elevated temperatures.

Commitment 5: BIC has an integrated production process, designs and develops much of
its own machinery and masters all the latest manufacturing technologies, from basic materials
right down to the packaged product. 

Commitment 6: BIC employees are all guided by 3 principles: Method-Precision-Discipline.
Each employee in the lighter plants spends nearly 25% of his or her time checking product
conformity and proper operation of the control equipment.

Commitment 7: BIC has been committed to sustainable, long-term safety programs for over
30 years.

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Train 100% of designers for stationery products

Measure the environmental impact of new stationery products

Analyze the environmental impact of our main stationery products

Integrate ecodesign into new products for the shaver category

Packaging: analyze all new packaging according to ecodesign
principles; deploy the ecodesign manual for packaging
and train the employees involved

« I was not aware of all the investments behind a lighter,
but I have sold BIC® products for 30 years and I have
never had any doubt about the quality. 

When someone wants to buy a Chinese lighter, I always
recommend to my customer to handle it with care.
I know that I can be considered responsible for the injuries
or damages caused by the products I sell. For that reason,
I only sell lighters for which I know the distributor.

You could develop a communication on these quality
and safety factors to consumers. »

Comments from Claudio Pietraperzia,
Tobacconist in a shopping mall in Tortona, Italy
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Our factories
OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Implement the Group environmental 100% of the 4 pilot plants
Management System
at selected pilot plants

Begin implementation of the Group Definition of the H&S Management System
Health & Safety Management System Pilot plants for H&S implementation 
at selected pilot plants postponed, see 2006 objectives

HOW DO BIC’S FACTORIES APPROACH
THE ISSUE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION?

BIC’s overall approach to environmental protection is outlined in a document entitled,
“Environmental, Health and Safety Policy for the BIC Group,” signed by Bruno Bich,
BIC’s Chairman, in April 2005.

Among other commitments, this policy obligates all BIC factories to implement envi-
ronmental management systems. The BIC Group has prepared a detailed set of
requirements for a management system that meets the unique needs of our factories,
but is purposely designed to achieve continuous improvement of environmental perform-
ance. The Group has also developed a formal guidance program to assist any factories
that do not currently have a management system in successful design and implemen-
tation of such a system.

ISO 14000 certification is not implemented throughout the Group but in selected
factories, that have chosen this way to make progress. However, we do not promote nor
forbid the usage of this certification.

Four BIC factories with no formal environmental management system were chosen as
pilot sites during 2005 and are currently “test-driving” the Group environmental
management system and guidance program. 

The feedback and results from these pilot facilities are being used to refine the BIC
Group requirements and guidelines. After these final improvements, BIC will begin
implementation of environmental management systems at all BIC-owned facilities
around the world in 2006. Completion is expected by December 2007. 

Extract from the BIC
“Environment, Health
and Safety” policy 

Pollution Prevention  

Maintain a coordinated program at each
BIC facility to identify and measure environmental
impacts of our operations and products and take
targeted action to minimize those impacts. 

Risk Prevention 

Operate and maintain our facilities to prevent,
or at least minimize, risks to the health and safety
of our employees, subcontractors and surrounding
communities. 

Regulatory Compliance 

Diligently comply with all local environmental
and safety regulations. 

Continuous Improvement 

Integrate EH&S management systems into
our daily operations to maintain commitment
and deliver continuous improvement. 

Awareness and Involvement 

Maintain the awareness and involvement
of our employees and other stakeholders
in our improvement efforts. Communicate
our EH&S performance to all stakeholders.

Please find the complete policy Environment,
Health and Safety on www.bicworld.com 

Our factories
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PERFORMANCE 2005

Waste

The amount of hazardous waste
generated per tonne of production
decreased by approximately 15% since
2003. This is a result of local initiatives.
For example, our factory in Spain
improved the efficiency of an acid
pickling process, which significantly
reduced the generation of resulting
hazardous waste.

In 2005, there was a slight decrease in
the generation of non-hazardous waste
as normalized to production. Recycling
programs have been a useful tool to
manage non-hazardous waste at many
BIC plants. For example, starting in 2005
in Brazil, cardboard boxes and wood
pallets that were used to pack incoming
raw materials are returned to suppliers
so they can be reused. 

Water

Total water consumption for the BIC Group decreased between
2004 and 2005, despite a significant increase in reported
production. Water-use efficiency, represented by consumption
per tonne of production, has inproved by 23% since 2003. 

The 2005 reduction is mostly due to a more efficient use of cooling
water by one of our main water consuming plants. This one plant’s
consumption represents 65% of the total water consumption
for the BIC Group. Since most of the water is used only for cooling,
the environmental impact is very low.

Most BIC facilities achieved significant improvements in water-use
efficiency as a direct result of local improvement programs.
Examples of 2005 initiatives included: the use of treated sanitary
wastewater or the collection of rainwater for irrigation of outside
gardens, as well as the use of closed loop cooling systems
to reduce water consumption.

Energy

The BIC Group has achieved a 12% reduction in energy
consumed per tonne of production compared to 2003. 

Some examples of plant initiatives in 2005 to reduce energy
consumption included: more efficient use of air compressors
and air-conditioning systems in Brazil, the substitution
of a continuous-duty electric boiler with an on-demand natural
gas boiler, and the installation of a programmable controller
for the office heating system at one of our plants in Spain.

2005 HAZARDOUS
WASTE TREATMENT
BIC GROUP

% of total expressed in tonne

2005 NON HAZARDOUS
WASTE TREATMENT
BIC GROUP

% of total expressed in tonne

LAND
DISPOSAL

14%

RECYCLED

10%

INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY
RECOVERY

44%

OTHER TREATMENT/
DISPOSAL(*)

31%

LAND
DISPOSAL

33%
RECYCLED

57%

INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY

RECOVERY

8%

OTHER TREATMENT/
DISPOSAL(*)

1%

ANNUAL WATER
CONSUMPTION NORMALIZED
TO PRODUCTION
BIC GROUP

cubic meters by tonne

2003 2004 2005

49
43

38

ANNUAL ENERGY
CONSUMPTION NORMALIZED
TO PRODUCTION
BIC GROUP

Giga joule by tonne

2003 2004 2005

18.2
16.4 16

ANNUAL PRODUCTION
OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION
BIC GROUP

Tonne by tonne

2003 2004 2005

0.0365
0.0333 0.0308

ANNUAL PRODUCTION
OF NON HAZARDOUS WASTE
NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION
BIC GROUP

Tonne by tonne

2003 2004 2005

0.1637 0.1678 0.1601

(*) For simplicity, “Other treatments/Disposal”
represents all other forms of waste treatment,
including incineration without energy recovery
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WHAT DOES BIC DO TO ENSURE THE HEALTH
AND SAFETY OF ITS WORKERS AND NEIGHBORS?

The BIC Group policy on the Environment, Health and Safety contains a simple, but far-
reaching commitment to “Operate and maintain our facilities to prevent, or at least minimize,
risks to the health and safety of our employees, subcontractors and surrounding communities.”
Our ongoing efforts to fulfill this commitment are part of the way we do business.

BIC factories have long used a variety of methods, ranging from employee peer observation
to complex hazard and operability studies, to identify and assess potential health and safety
risks. Any significant risks are then controlled through preventive actions, including employee
training and re-engineering.

BIC is committed to formalizing these efforts through Health and Safety management systems
designed to help maintain and improve our exceptional record for health and safety. A set
of BIC Group requirements and a “how-to” guidance program will be used by our factories
to design and implement a Health and Safety management system at each BIC facility. We
believe that a properly guided, but locally grown, management system is best suited to
address the local health and safety risks of each factory. 

After refinement at pilot facilities, BIC will begin worldwide implementation of Health and
Safety management systems in 2006, with a target of December 2007 for full compliance. 

« A public-private partnership not only provides for effective emergency
prevention and response, but ultimately ensures the health, safety
and well-being of our citizens and our community.
Throughout the years, BIC has clearly demonstrated its ongoing
commitment to operating a safe facility. Our firefighters have
helped train BIC employees in a variety of safety and risk prevention
techniques, including hazardous materials emergency response,
confined space entry/rescue and the proper use of fire extinguishers.
For their part, BIC has provided the City with detailed information
concerning the potential hazards of its operations and
the many measures in place to prevent or mitigate accidents.
In addition, BIC has offered the use of its facilities for Department
training purposes. »

Comments from Fire Chief Louis A. LaVecchia,
Milford Fire Department, Milford, Connecticut, USA

ACCIDENT RATE: NUMBER OF INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES THAT OCCURED
WHILE WORKING AND THAT RESULTED IN LOST WORK DAYS,
PER MILLION HOURS WORKED

SEVERITY RATE: NUMBER OF LOST WORK DAYS DUE TO INJURIES
TO EMPLOYEES THAT OCCURED WHILE WORKING,
PER THOUSAND OF HOURS WORKED

• 2004

• 2005

ALL
CATEGORIES

13.14
10.55

12.15

6.58

15.27

STATIONERY

14.48

LIGHTER

6.62

SHAVER

18.07

5.70

12.73

GRAPHICS

• 2004

• 2005

ALL
CATEGORIES

0.33

0.27
0.32

0.35

0.21

STATIONERY

0.32

LIGHTER

0.35

SHAVER

0.31

0.10

0.36

GRAPHICS
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Fountain Inn employees
who participate in the safety
observation program (USA)

HEALTH AND SAFETY CASE STUDY

BIC recognizes that any effort to maintain a safe factory
requires the full support and active participation
of our most critical safety stakeholder - our employees.
With this in mind, the management of our BIC®

Wite-Out®/Tipp-ex® manufacturing plant in Fountain
Inn, South Carolina, USA, invited every manufacturing
employee to participate in a Safety Observation Program. 

Employees were trained to observe the safe and/or
potentially risky behaviors of fellow employees.
Each observation is immediately followed by a face-to-face
discussion between the employees with the purpose
of encouraging safe behaviors and improving unsafe
behaviors and conditions. Employees were trained
to discuss the observation without humiliating
or embarrassing the observed employee. Each
observation is documented by the employee and
reported to a committee.

Each month, the Safety Committee reviews all
observations and develops a “Safety Action Item List”
to address the many important issues revealed
by the submitted observations. The Action Item List
is acted upon and posted so all employees can see

the positive results of their observations. 

As of December 1, 2005, 32 of Fountain Inn’s
33 manufacturing employees - 97% - participated
in the program. Employees submitted 746 observations
of safe or at-risk behaviors and conditions in eight
categories. In response to submitted observations,
the Safety Committee created and addressed over
80 action items to improve facility safety. Action Items
covered a broad range of categories including fixing
or replacing broken equipment, re-engineering
equipment for safer operation, improving building
security and much more. These observations and
the resultant Action Item List have assisted the facility
in keeping workers safe and injuries low.

Best of all, there has been a positive change in employee
attitudes and behaviors. Fluid Process Technician Chuck
Arnold commented, “I appreciate working for a company
where I know the management cares about my safety.
If I identify a problem by observation, I know
management will do its best to fix it.”

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Begin worldwide implementation of the Environmental
Management System

Complete pilot implementation of the Health
and Safety Management System requirements,
begin worldwide implementation
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WHAT IS THE BIC CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM ABOUT?

Only about 10% of BIC’s sales are derived from products manufactured by contract manu-
facturers. Since 2000, BIC has implemented a Corporate Social Responsibility Program
(CSR) that is an integral part of the qualification process for our new products manufactured
by contract manufacturers. 
The CSR Program commits BIC to conducting its range of activities in a socially responsible
manner, following the standards of the International Labor Organization. The CSR program
is based on the BIC Group Code of Conduct describing the main principles to respect in
order to work with the BIC Group. 
This program is personally managed by a Senior Manager. Her team is working closely with
the local BIC managers in the geographic areas of the contract manufacturers.

The CSR program has been historically designed for contract manufacturers which produce
BIC® products for the global market. In 2005, the CSR program has been expanded to local
and regional contract manufacturers which manufacture BIC® products for local markets only.
The most common deficiencies identified during the initial assessment are in the areas of
fair wages, working hours, health & safety.

Our subcontractors
OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Develop a handbook
for contract manufacturers 100%

Develop a self-assessment tool
for BIC-owned factories 90% 
Test the tool at 4 BIC-owned factories 25%
during 2005-2006

Survey BIC-owned factories to identify
the local contract manufacturers they use
to manufacture products for local markets.
Develop a monitoring plan for these local
contract manufacturers in 2005-2006 100%

Principles of BIC Group
Code of Conduct

Principles of action: 

- Safe and Healthy Work Environment

- Engage in Fair and Ethical
Employment Practices 
- Fair Wages and Reasonable Working Hours 
- No Child Labor
- No Forced Labor
- No Discrimination
- Freedom of Association
- Legal Compliance

- No Animal Testing

- Environmental Responsibility

- Publication

For the entire version of the BIC Group
Code of Conduct, please visit
www.bicworld.com

Global contract
manufacturers by country

China 27
India 6
Korea 5
Taiwan 3
Germany 2
Italy 2
Philippines 2
Japan 1
Malaysia 1
Mexico 1
Czech Republic 1
Turkey 1
Vietnam 1

Global contract
manufacturers
compliant with
the BIC Group
Code of Conduct 30

Global contract
manufacturers
in the corrective
action plan process 22

Others 1

PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURED
BY CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS

10%

PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURED

BY BIC
FACTORIES

90%

GLOBAL CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS
COMPLIANT WITH
THE BIC GROUP
CODE OF CONDUCT

56.5%

GLOBAL
CONTRACT

MANUFACTURERS
IN THE

CORRECTIVE
ACTION PLAN

PROCESS

41.5%

1………
BIC Contract
Manufacturer signs
the BIC Group
Code of Conduct

2………
Independent external
monitoring agency
conducts an initial
assessment of the
Contract Manufacturer

3………
Contract Manufacturer
presents a Corrective
Action Plan (“CAP”)
to BIC

4………
Contract Manufacturer
implements the CAP
within an agreed and
reasonable time frame

5………
Follow-up
assessment(s)
to confirm
implementation
of CAP

6
Ongoing assessments
(every 2 years)

Verification and
improvement process

OTHERS

2%
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN 2005?

- A brochure detailing the BIC Group CSR program has been developed for improving
communication with and educating contract manufacturers. This will allow our contract
manufacturers to understand and comply more easily with the BIC Group Code of
Conduct. When necessary, and with the help of the local BIC teams, this brochure should
facilitate in implementing corrective action plans.

- We have identified all local and regional contract manufacturers which manufacture BIC®

products for our local market only. A two-year audit plan has been developed for local
and regional contract manufacturers starting 4th Quarter 2005.

- The BIC Group Code of Conduct has now been posted in all BIC facilities. The Self-
Assessment Program has also been developed for BIC factories.

24 Our subcontractors

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY CASE STUDY:
FUJICOPIAN CO. LTD

Since 2001, Fujicopian Co. Ltd. (Japan), a large manufacturer of correction tape, has been
a contract manufacturer for the BIC Group. Fujicopian’s factory in Ipoh, Malaysia has
participated in  BIC’s initial and ongoing factory assessment and corrective action process. 

Although the factory struggled at first to achieve compliance with BIC’s requirements,
the factory worked cooperatively and actively to complete the implementation
of its corrective action plan in 2004. 

In 2005, Fujicopian suggested to move production from the Malaysia factory to a factory
in Vietnam. With this move, BIC would benefit from reduced costs and Fujicopian
would benefit by consolidating and streamlining its operations. Members of the BIC
Sourcing Office team, located in Shanghai, China, inspected the Vietnam factory in
September 2005 and gave detailed advice to Fujicopian to prepare for a successful social
responsibility factory assessment.

The Vietnam factory was assessed in October 2005 in anticipation of the move
scheduled for December 2005 and deficiencies were identified in the areas of Legal
Compliance, Wages, Working Hours and Health & Safety.

Thanks to the longstanding relationship between BIC and Fujicopian and Fujicopian’s
understanding of BIC’s CSR program and requirements, Fujicopian promptly provided
BIC with a corrective action plan for the Vietnam factory, thus ensuring a timely move
of the operations.

As a result of BIC’s clear communication of its expectations and Fujicopian’s continued
commitment to compliance with the BIC Group Code of Conduct, Fujicopian
has confirmed to BIC that the corrective action will be completed in January 2006
and the Vietnam factory will be ready for a reassessment by March 2006.

“Fujicopian can complete and achieve all corrective action for the social audit such as
Legal Compliance, Fair Wages, Working Hours and Health & Safety in January 2006.
As a supplier of correction tape products for BIC since 2001, Fujicopian recognizes
the importance of the BIC Code of Conduct and continues to comply with
the BIC Code of Conduct at the Vietnam factory.”

Mr Kantaro Akashiro – President of Fujicopian Co. Ltd

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Implement audit plan for local and regional contract manufacturers

Organize training seminars for BIC employees working
with BIC contract manufacturers

Consider incorporating CSR principales into the supplier
qualification process for BIC Group global raw material suppliers

Refine self-assessment process and conduct 3 self-assessments in 2006

PERCENTAGE OF CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS BY THE HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT INDEX OF THEIR
COUNTRY (UNITED NATIONS) 

HIGH HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

LOW HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

23%

77%

0%

MEDIUM HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

PERCENTAGE OF CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS BY COUNTRY
AT RISK (FREE, PARTLY FREE,
NOT FREE) BASED ON CLASSIFICATION
BY THE NGO, FREEDOM HOUSE

FREE NOT FREE
(CHINA, VIETNAM)

43%

4%

53%

PARTLY FREE
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Our local communities
OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Publication on employee intranet Change in objectives:
of our activities in local communities formalized follow-up of initiatives
(product donations, financial aid) undertaken by subsidiaries. 100%

Share best practices and encouragement Shared best practices: postponed
of BIC subsidiaries to adopt a local, See objectives for 2006
pragmatic approach

25Our local communities

THEMES FOR ACTIVITIES
SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES

(Distribution according
to an internal estimation
of the value of activities)

(Distribution according
to the number of activities)

HEALTH

11%

EDUCATION

59%

MISC

30%

HEALTH

14%

EDUCATION

43%

MISC

43%

TYPE NUMBER EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES 
OF PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES AMONG BIC GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

Product donations 107 • France: donation of writing and shaving products for some 50 initiatives to meet local philanthropic
humanitarian goals: support for schools, aid for the homeless, support for development projects in Africa

• South Africa: within the framework of the bilateral operation of the Department of Education,
annual donations of writing instruments to disadvantaged children

• Romania: thousands of shavers donated to hospitals, Carol Davila and Cantacuzino
• BIC Graphic Europe: 19 activities worldwide involving product donations and support of local

or international NGOs including UNICEF: Latin America, Myanmar, Malawi, Senegal, Western Sahara,
The Gambia, Equatorial Guinea

Financial aid 27 • USA (BIC Corporation): financial support to more than 50 organizations since 1997. The Milford United Way, 
for philanthropic part of an international network of local organizations for emergency aid, was the main beneficiary in 2005.
organizations • USA (BIC Corporation): sponsorship and organization of the summer games cycling event for Special

Olympics Connecticut on the BIC Corporation campus in Milford
• USA (BIC Graphic): financial support through the Pinellas Education Foundation. Employees participated

in the  Susan B. Komen “Race for the Cure” breast cancer 5k run/walk to raise funds for the fight
against breast cancer

• Canada: financial support for United Way Toronto, and Kids Help Phone, a program to help
adolescents in difficulty

Public relations 11 • Canada: “Be Incredibly Creative” program whose goal is to stimulate the creative writing skills 
for philanthropic of schoolchildren. More than 85% of teachers involved said that the program was scholastically beneficial 
or educational for their students
programs • Argentina: visits to 200 schools and distribution of products

• Spain: organization of a joint promotion -- for each lighter specially marked for the occasion,
a donation of 0.07 euro was made to the NGO WWF/ADENA

Employee 10 • Mexico: complete renovation of a retirement home for women undertaken by 120 employees
volunteer work • Guatemala: following Hurricane Stan, a food and clothing drive was organized to help the victims

• USA (BIC Corporation): through employee participation in the “Penquin Plunge,” a winter ‘swimming’ event, 
funds have been raised to benefit Special Olympics Connecticut for the past six years.

• USA (BIC Corporation): through the Community Service Volunteer fund, food and clothing
were collected and distributed

Other 6 • Ecuador: financing for the reconstruction of a school in a disadvantaged neighborhood
• Guatemala: organization for the annual presentation of the ballet, The Nutcracker Suite,

with the national ballet of Guatemala, with free admission for orphans and disadvantaged families

* Certain activities undertaken in Brazil by BIC Amazonia are described in the chapter, Special Report on BIC Amazonia

THE BIC GROUP STRATEGY FOR COMMITMENT
TO ITS LOCAL COMMUNITIES

In the vast majority of cases, it is our subsidiaries that initiate local community involvement
programs and activities. This guarantees better understanding of local needs and the most
efficient use of our contributions. Most importantly, this approach is a direct, pragmatic way
to improve the quality of life in regions where our employees live and work. In 2005, more

than 100 community activities and programs were undertaken in
the countries where BIC has operations.

Contributions in the form of product donations are attractive to
local community organizations. In response to basic needs, such
as writing and personal hygiene, our products are often consid-
ered basic commodities for the disadvantaged or people caught
in a state of emergency.

Some BIC Group subsidiaries also demonstrate corporate citizen-
ship through financial support and active employee participation in
philanthropic organizations.
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OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Internally publish a brochure presenting initiatives in 2005
to be disseminated among all of our subsidiaries

WRITING WORKSHOP IN A HOSPITAL

Created in 1986, the French philanthropic society, L’enfant@l’hôpital, provides children
in the hospital with access to a special computer network. This helps them feel less
lonely and keep up with their schoolwork. Personalized over an Internet private network,
the program enables young patients/students to participate in classwork. In particular,
L’enfant@l’hôpital’s “cyber-explorers” program raises awareness among children
concerning protection of the environment, water treatment and ecotourism.
From the ends of the earth, travelers dialog with children via the Web and also visit
them in the hospital. The World Summit Award, under the auspices of the UN,
has honored L’enfant@l’hôpital with its 1st prize for worldwide creation of Web
content for this truly unique program.

Since the beginning of 2005, BIC and L’enfant@l’hôpital have implemented
an innovative partnership by organizing writing workshops. Each week for one
and a half hours, young patients from 13 different children’s psychiatric wards
have participated in some 100 workshops. Assisted by professional art therapists,
these quiet moments of writing are very much appreciated. The workshops are
also recognized by child psychiatrists as valuable therapy for children stricken
with eating disorders and behavioral problems.

“When we met BIC, the Company was looking for a program combining children
and writing. We suggested they finance writing workshops in children’s psychiatric
wards, an area which needed funding. The idea also met consumer expectations
and BIC quickly launched a promotion related to the program. The association,
L’enfant@l’hôpital, especially enjoys the effectiveness of this partnership and
the sincerity of BIC’s commitment. We wholeheartedly wish to pursue this endeavor
and are happy to know it will continue in 2006.”

Anne Dunoyer de Segonzac, Managing Director for L’enfant@l’hôpital
www.enfant-hopital.org and www.lesmotsdenfants.fr

SCHOLARSHIPS IN SRI LANKA

Darley Butler has been BIC’s exclusive distributor in Sri Lanka
for 25 years. In 2005, Sri Lanka was severely hit by the Tsunami.
As a result, hundreds of thousands of schoolchildren are now
living with this great sorrow weighing upon them, and there
is the risk they could lose interest in education.

Darley Butler and BIC decided to join together to award
scholarships to 25 students, covering eight years of their education,
from the age of 10 until they have more or less reached their
British A Level exams. The children who have been selected
were directly hit by the Tsunami, have already passed the Class
Year 5 National Exams of 2005 and have not received any
other scholarships. Their parents or guardians simply mailed
in an application form and were selected for the awards
during the celebration of BIC’s 25 Years in Sri Lanka on
November 25, 2005. The funds will be transferred every month
to a special bank account in the town closest to the student.

“BIC is celebrating 25 years in Sri Lanka and to commemorate
this milestone, BIC, in collaboration with Darley Butler,
has chosen a very meaningful way to celebrate by making
a commitment to future generations.”

Anil Welikala, General Manager of Darley Butler

“The philosophy behind the scholarship awards is to assist
students who showed achievement in their studies but had
no means to continue their education.”

Peter Anthony, Marketing Manager of Darley Butler
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HOW BIC DEMONSTRATES ITS COMMITMENT
TO EMPLOYEES

BIC assumes its responsibility to its employees through:

- strong vvaalluueess promoted and implemented throughout the Group,

- the ttrraaiinniinngg  aanndd  ddeevveellooppmmeenntt of its employees,
their competencies and their employability,

- active ccoorrppoorraattee  cciittiizzeennsshhiipp,

- caring for its eemmppllooyyeeeess.

Our employees
OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Communicate BIC’s Vision 97% of targeted employees 
& Values to all employees have been informed

Awareness and training 4 simultaneous launch events in France, 
of BIC’s Vision & Values at all sites the U.S. (Milford and Tampa) 

and Brazil, over 60 sites in 5 months

Integrate BIC Values into Done: 100%
annual performance reviews and • in 2006, performance review forms
individual development programs (IDPs) include adherence to values

• IDP 2006 integrates values 

Improve the quality of People Nearly 90% of targeted managers
Development processes: pursued an IDP in 2005
• Individual development programs, Succession plans reviewed by the
• yearly performance reviews, Executive Vice President in charge 
• intranet job postings, of operations, then by the members
• succession plans for of the Leadership Team

top management jobs.

Raise awareness among all employees 95% in Europe
as to sustainable development at BIC. 100% in North America and Oceania

100% in Latin America
60% in Asia

Give 2 days of training 100% for managers in the U.S. and Latin 
to all employees. America and certain sites in Europe

Review performance and plan training North America: 100% 
for all non-managerial personnel Europe: 61% at head offices; set for extension 

to other European sites in 2006, for employees
who wish to participate in this training

27Our employees

HR INDICATORS RATE OF INTERNAL PROMOTION AMONG MANAGERS

• Logistics, Marketing
and Administration
department

• Sales Force
and Customer Service

• Manufacturing
and R&D

• External
recruitment

• Internal
promotion

2004 2005

20%

80%

18%

82%

2003 2004 2005

8,706 8,650 8,484

1,682

1,660

5,364

1,677

1,654

5,319

1,671

1,586

5,217

Training session
in Singapore
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BENCHMARKING OF BIC MANAGERS’ COMPENSATION WITH EXTERNAL MARKET

Training and development

BIC’s training and development objectives are to:

- disseminate BIC values and culture throughout the Group,

- improve the efficiency of BIC’s operations and managers,

- create and develop the BIC leaders of tomorrow.
These objectives can be achieved through the active involvement of general and operational
managers in the people development process, and through BIC University.

Training: improve the efficiency of BIC’s operations
and managers through BIC University

BIC University, the corporate training and development unit created in 1998, aims to develop
strong leadership skills, in line with BIC values, to facilitate more effective teamwork across
geographies and functions, and to bring managerial and technical tools to support BIC’s
business (see below). BIC University’s program offers training in locations on three conti-
nents, on a global and local basis.

In 2005, more than 13,000 days of training were dispensed (+26% compared to 2004), in
seven key areas.

Individual Development:
create and develop the BIC leaders of tomorrow

BIC strongly favors the development of the talents and competencies of its employees
through internal promotions (in 2005, 82% of promotions in management positions), with
particular attention paid to “high potential” employees, critical for the development of the
Company. In 2006, a special process will be launched to identify the critical resources or
high expertise of BIC’s key employees, with a specific plan to retain this knowledge.
Similarly, a new individual development plan has been put in place, focusing on the values
and on employee competencies, in order to increase their short-term performance and
employability.

28 Our employees

- Attendance of 27,298
in training
during the year

- Number of sessions
organized (in equivalent
days): 2,847

TOTAL TRAINING (in days)TRAINING THEMES (in number of training day dispensed) 

BIC CULTURE

3,068

MANAGEMENT

1,363

BUSINESS
UNDERSTANDING

494PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT

627

LANGUAGES

1,047

IT

1,144

TECHNICAL
TRAINING

5,292

BIC Vision & Values

BIC decided to develop an updated version of BIC’s Vision & Values in 2005, and a major
communications and training project was launched throughout the Group.

- 140 “values in action” meetings were held by 200 ambassadors in 60 BIC locations; more
than 7,300 BIC employees were reached (97% of the target audience).

- 13,000 leaflets were translated into 16 languages, 4,600 posters and 15,000 cards were
disseminated.

- BIC employees had the opportunity to listen to Leadership Team members through a
video presentation of the BIC values, which was shown in each location. BIC employees
actively participated in the process and were asked to express their opinions. Local
action plans were created and are being implemented

- When asked about BIC values at work, 75 percent of respondents agreed that BIC values
are applied at BIC (i.e., no gap or a limited gap between the stated values and what really
happens at work). The value of simplicity was identified as first for improvement.

- As a consequence of “measuring” values, specific training was put into place to help BIC
employees worldwide understand BIC values and to provide guidance on how to incor-
porate these values into the workplace. Training will be available to managers and
employees who may have identified gaps for some values in their teams.

Number of
training days

Number of
sessions organised

EUROPE NORTH AMERICA
AND OCEANIA

LATIN
AMERICA

TOTAL

• BIC

• Market
median

Vision &Values
training

2004 2005 2004 2005

10,306
13,035

1,923 2,847

104
100 100 100 100101.5

104 103
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Active corporate citizenship

Diversity and Human Rights

BIC is a French company with a worldwide presence. It has employees in more than
43 countries. Its Leadership Team comprises four different nationalities. Employees represent-
ing over 14 different nationalities work together at its head offices in Clichy, France. Any form
of discrimination is formally forbidden, whether it be ethnic origin, religion, gender or age.

In 2004, the internal BIC Code of Conduct was updated. It specifies the rules that govern
in particular the Company’s respect for human rights and working conditions in the work-
place. Each site manager has the responsibility to see that this Code of Conduct is applied
at their site. A self-assessment procedure, which allows for regularly verifying compliance
with the Code of Conduct, is currently being tested at pilot sites. 

Compensation

Compensation for non-managerial employees is managed locally by each of the Group’s
sites. For managers, the Group’s compensation policy is to position itself in all countries
above the average in the relevant job market. In 2005, a complete analysis of the external
competitiveness of manager’s base salaries was commissioned and confirmed this.

Recognition for individual performance and team performance at work is a vital element in
the compensation policy of the BIC Group. On average, about 15 percent of gross salaries
for managers depend on some form of variable compensation, linked to individual perform-
ance, as evaluated by each manager.

Our employees

WORKFORCE
BY COUNTRY AT RISK 

(free, partly free, not free, based
on classification by the NGO, Freedom House) PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN

2004 2005

Board of directors 22% 22%
Leadership team 8% 8%
Managers (level 3, 4, 5 and 6) na 19%
Other managers and non-managers na 45%

Total 40% 42%

NUMBER OF DISABLED WORKERS

PARTLY FREE
COUNTRIES

4%

FREE
COUNTRIES

95%

COUNTRIES
NOT FREE
(CHINA, RUSSIA)

1% 61

16
28

EUROPE NORTH
AMERICA
& OCEANIA

LATIN
AMERICA

Principles of BIC Group
Code of Conduct

Principles of action: 

- Safe and Healthy Work Environment

- Engage in Fair and Ethical
Employment Practices 
- Fair Wages and Reasonable Working Hours 
- No Child Labor
- No Forced Labor
- No Discrimination
- Freedom of Association
- Legal Compliance

- No Animal Testing

- Environmental Responsibility

- Publication

For the entire version of the BIC Group
Code of Conduct, please visit
www.bicworld.com

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
AND ANTI-HARASSMENT
TRAINING IN THE US

Anti-harassment and anti-discrimination policies are administered
and posted in offices. As part of training, employees sign
the anti-discrimination and anti-harassment protocol.
Clear definitions of forbidden behavior are provided for everyone,
primarily pertaining to sexual harassment (verbal, physical, visual
and electronic). A procedure for filing a complaint is in place
with a hierarchical superior, a supervisor, an HR manager,
the legal counsel, or the HR Vice President, at the discretion
of the plaintiff. A procedure to protect the plaintiff is also in place.
At Milford, for example, 10 training sessions were organized
in 2003 in order to raise awareness of this issue among
the 965 employees at the site.
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BIC South Africa is paying the vast majority of the medical expenses. The rest is funded
by an employee fund and by a symbolic fee from the people who take the antiretroviral
medication. 100 percent of employees who ask for antiretroviral medication benefit from it
(There are also some HIV positive employees who accept medical assistance, but refuse the
antiretroviral medication).
Today, several employees are on antiretroviral medication, they are well and productive,
and are able to support their families. Absenteeism due to illnesses and hospitalization for
HIV-related illnesses is relatively low.

BIC South Africa was honored to receive one of the 2005 Mail & Guardian “Investing in Life”
awards. These awards from The Mail & Guardian, a prominent newspaper in the country,
recognize private-sector companies with HIV/AIDS programs and policies in the workplace.

Supporting and helping employees affected
by the partial closing of plants in Milford (USA)

In April 2004, BIC USA Inc. announced that, in an effort to consolidate worldwide opera-
tions, the Company had made a decision to close its ballpoint pen and single-blade shaver
manufacturing operations by the end of 2006, affecting approximately 300 positions in
Milford, Connecticut, USA. BIC’s lighter manufacturing facility is remaining with approxi-
mately 100 employees.

As of September 1, 2005, the single-blade shaver operation in Milford has been closed. The
ballpoint pen operation is on schedule to be shut down by the end of 2006. As of December
31, 2005, approximately 115 employees have left BIC, approximately 72 of whom have
accepted the voluntary retirement package (VRP). Another approximately 45 employees
have also chosen to accept the VRP but have not yet separated from the Company.

In addition to the services and benefits provided to employees by the United States Department
of Labor Employment & Training Administration, Human Resources has created a program to
help affected employees “jump start” their new job searches. To assist employees with iden-
tifying and developing job leads, BIC has contracted with a full service human resources
consulting firm to work with other companies within the local area to establish a list of imme-
diate job openings. 

On behalf of BIC’s displaced employees, the Human Resources reached approximately
100 companies by the end of 2005. Some of the companies do not have immediate job
openings but predict they will have job openings in 2006. In the meantime, Human
Resources and the consulting company have begun to meet with small groups of employees
to discuss the current job market, the job search process, best ways to find job leads, and
how to interview successfully to become re-employed in the shortest amount of time. 

Caring for its employees

Health & Safety programs at our manufacturing sites are discussed in the chapter, Our Factories.

Fighting against AIDS in South Africa

South Africa continues to have the highest number of people living with HIV in the world. In
South Africa, over 5 million people are infected with the HIV virus. Since the year 2000, BIC
South Africa has implemented a program to fight against HIV and AIDS. This initiative is
managed by the Company clinic and a steering committee composed of Company employees.

This program consists of three parts:

- An education program that aims first and foremost to educate the 250 employees of the
plant in order to prevent healthy employees from becoming infected. Education is pro-
moted through various media (conferences, videos, industrial theater, peer educators
who have been specifically trained, and special days for outreach to family members).
Trying to change individual behavior takes a lot of time. Gradually, we see evidence of
attitude changes, such as an understanding of how HIV is spread and an increase in the
use of condoms. 100 percent of employees have access to this education program.

- Voluntary counseling and testing, with approximately 25 percent of employees who have
come for voluntary testing at the Company’s on site clinic since 2002.

- A health program for the people who are infected. The clinic staff provides counseling on
healthy living, nutritional supplements, prophylactic antibiotics, treatment for opportunistic
infections, and laboratory monitoring. Antiretroviral medication is provided when necessary.

BIC in South Africa
received the “Investing
in life Award” from the
South African magazine
Mail and Guardian,
in recognition of its
contribution to the fight
against AIDS
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OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Implement and follow up on action items for improving on values

Implement in Milford (USA) an action plan relative
to employee commitment

Implement an annual opinion survey of employees
of adherence to BIC values

Improve the quality of reviews and of development plans
for managers (personalized, practical, and motivational plans):
integration of Vision & Values into individual development
plans and annual reviews, plus definition of a job description
for each competency

Progressively extend training and development plans
to non-managerial employees

Continuous improvement: optimize for clarity in reporting
on the basis of expert feedback (non-financial analysts,
other stakeholders)

Employee perception
(improving BIC employee commitment and satisfaction)

In 2004, a job satisfaction and engagement survey was conducted by a polling firm at BIC head
offices in Clichy (France) and among the French sales force, for a total of 295 people polled.

Corrective action plans

Internal communications and information

- Organization of regular information meetings for everyone  
on Company results and corporate evolution 

- Publish internal information bulletins for BIC Clichy 
(Group head office) and for the BIC Europe region 

- More access to information on the intranet: organization charts, etc.

Work processes

- General availability of individual development programs (IDPs) and individual reviews:
in 2005, 90% targeted managers in the Group and 61% of non-managerial
employees in headoffices benefited from an individual performance review

- Publication of HR schedules and processes on the intranet

- Generalized training in management practices for all department managers

- Publication and dissemination of HR procedures

A similar survey has being conducted in December 2005 in BIC Corp., Milford (USA) and
will be launched in BIC Amazonia, Manaus (Brazil) during 2006.

PRIDE IN
BIC PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

WORKPLACE
AND WORK
ENVIRONMENT

PARTICIPATION
IN ACHIEVING
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

INTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS,
INFORMATION

I would recommend
the products and services
of my company
to potential customers
if the opportunity arose

75%
VERY FAVORABLE
AND FAVORABLE
OPINIONS

My usual workstation
is alright

65%
VERY FAVORABLE
AND FAVORABLE
OPINIONS

My physical work
environment is adapted
to the kind of work I do
(local, office, etc.).

59%
VERY FAVORABLE
AND FAVORABLE
OPINIONS

I understand how my job
contributes to achieving
the company’s strategic
and financial objectives

56%
VERY FAVORABLE
AND FAVORABLE
OPINIONS

I have access to the information
I need to do a good job

20%
VERY FAVORABLE
AND FAVORABLE
OPINIONS

Positive perceptions by employees Negative perceptions by employees
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Our customers
OBJECTIVES IN 2005 RESULTS

Raise awareness among sales teams 
in our European subsidiaries 100% 

32 Our customers

HOW BIC TAKES INTO ACCOUNT SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IN ITS CUSTOMER RELATIONS

This year, we focused on training and motivating our European key account directors. Each
of them attended training sessions devoted to sustainable development and BIC’s specific
program. Sustainable development is progressively moving to the forefront in our customer
relations. Beyond exchanging information on our respective social and environmental perform-
ance, cooperation centers on concrete projects that aim to promote sustainable development.

BIC presence in low-income markets

BIC has been present for over 30 years in numerous emerging economies and derives 15
percent of its sales revenues from developing countries, as defined by the UN Human
Development Index. In the Middle East, Africa and Asia, the purchasing power of consumers
is low and it is the determining factor in any sales approach. Since moving into these regions,
BIC has applied principles of common sense: foster solutions for local manufacturing under
licensing agreements, while adapting distribution and packaging to local consumer habits.

Local manufacturing under licensing agreements for classic pens and shavers, essentially
product molding and assembly operations in different countries, enables us to adapt
production costs, while maintaining control of product quality.

It is a win-win situation for all partners

- Local employment: about 500 jobs have been created with our licensed manufacturing
partners, thanks to BIC’s activities in the Middle East/Africa region.

- Technology transfer and sharing: because of skills acquired from BIC in plastic molding
technologies, many licensed manufacturers produce other plastic products of their own
(clothespins, packaging for cosmetic or agro-industry products and more).

- Improved competitive edge for products brought to market.

- Limited transportation requirements.

Partnerships with local distributors

BIC works in partnership with distributors, who may also be licensed manufacturers. Pricing
policies are set in accordance with local consumption and take into account pricing thresholds
for local sales. For instance, many countries do not use decimal monetary systems, such
as euro centimes for the euro. Consequently, changing the price of a product in the smallest
monetary unit that exists (e.g., from 15 to 20 naira in Nigeria where values progress in values
of five naira without any smaller subdivision) can lead to a radical repositioning of the product.
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Work with our logistics partners

The second project consists of working closely
with our main logistics providers to reduce the
impact of our transportation operations. We began
in Europe with the group, Norbert Dentressangle.

HOW WE HANDLE THE ENVIRONMENTAL STAKES
IN TRANSPORTATION

According to life cycle evaluations for four of our core products, transportation accounts for
only a small part of the total environmental impact. Nonetheless, because of the environ-
mental stakes related to transportation and climate change, BIC is implementing two proj-
ects in order to reduce the environmental impact of its transportation operations.

Measure emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG)

The first project is to have a tool to measure greenhouse gases, emitted by our logistics
chain. For this purpose, BIC uses the method, Bilan Carbone®, from the French governmental
organization, ADEME (Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Énergie, or Agency
for the Environment and Energy Conservation), which is also compatible with international
standards, GHG protocol, and draft standard ISO 14064. In 2006, our objectives are to use
this measurement tool for the Group and to carry out initial measurements of GHG emissions
by European transportation. In 2007, we will extend GHG measurements throughout our
operations worldwide.

BIC also works with local distributors to better understand distribution channels that are
often dependent on neighborhood shops in scattered locations. The fight against counterfeit
products is a major partnering theme as well.

Customized packaging

Consumer purchasing power in emerging economies is clearly lower than in industrialized
countries. Purchases are often made on a daily basis and products are bought in single
quantities. In certain countries, BIC® pens and shavers are offered in packages that contain
just one or two products, which allow the majority of low-income consumers to have access
to BIC® products.

CONSUMER SERVICES

Consumers can send their complaints to nationwide addresses, indicated on product pack-
aging, or through the group’s Web site. Complaints are generally handled by local consumer
services, with expert support provided by three central offices (France, USA, and Brazil).

We strive to respond to each complaint with a personalized, detailed approach, and in the
consumer’s national language. All feedback relative to product quality and its improvement
are reviewed by the quality control department and integrated into improvement plans.

33Our customers

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Continue training key-account
managers in Europe

Deploy this training to other continents
TRANSPORTATION IN EUROPE

COMBINED
ROAD/RAIL

20%

ROAD
ONLY

80%

TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS TO BE MONITORED BY BIC

• Out of scope

• In the scope
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USE OF RAIL TRANSPORTATION SINCE 1999

Following a proposal by one of our providers, Transports Auto Brunier (TAB),
BIC ships products from its French warehouse to Spain and Italy by road/rail combined.
Today, 52 percent of our products shipped to Italy and 15 percent of our products
shipped to Spain go by road/rail combined. Although encouraging, this form
of transportation is not without problems.

Indeed, if the road/rail combined solution is ecologically attractive, certain practical
aspects, such as a lack of flexibility in routing, sometimes pose operational difficulties.
For instance, only three trains a week cover the Paris-Milan route, which means
rush orders have to go by road. By the same token, when volumes shipped do not fill
a rail container, the provider may have trouble grouping merchandise shipped,
which then makes the cost of road/rail combined less competitive than road. 

Another difficulty: the scarcity of an infrastructure. When our products ship to Spain
by road/rail combined, the train in France stops at Perpignan (26 km from the Spanish
border). The rest of the trip is by truck, which is a limiting factor when our main
distribution center is located in Madrid, over 780 km away.

Economically speaking, road/rail combined is a little more expensive than road.
Given the operational difficulties, BIC has not currently made road/rail combined
transportation a top priority; for that to happen, this option has to improve further.
However, road/rail combined is still a form of transportation that we want to consider
and continue using; we hope that it will flourish in the future. Environmentally,
TAB estimates it has enabled BIC to economize 283 metric tons of CO2 in 2005.

34 Our customers

OBJECTIVES FOR 2006

Measure our greenhouse gas emissions for our European
transportation chain

« We serve BIC on a number of European routes, namely between
France and the UK. Our cooperation has allowed us to optimize
our delivery routes. The closed loop that links two BIC sites
and a Norbert Dentressangle warehouse in the Oise (France)
is a good example. By linking our sites, we track and reduce
the number of empty runs.

We agree that it is important for the BIC Group to reduce
the environmental impact of its transportation chain in order
to advance in its approach to sustainable development. This can
be an additional point of cooperation between our two groups.

There are numerous ways to work together, such as including
sustainable development indicators in operational reporting
(monthly, contractual) between the two companies, sharing
information on technology assessments in transportation
(tires, engines, fuels) or optimizing existing logistics routes. »

Comments by Mr Jean-Pascal Meunier – Area Director
of Norbert Dentressangle, one of Europe’s leading
logistics providers, partners of the BIC Group

To Italy To Spain

Road only 48% 85%

Road/rail combined 52% 15%
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Our employees 2005

Total employees 701

% of women in top management 7%

% of women managers 0%

% of women non-managers 37%

1999

491

2000

505

2001

530

2002

622

2003 2004 2005

Special Report on BIC Amazonia

An example of BIC’s sustainable development commitment
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Seriously committed to sustainable development
(by Carlos Paiva, Environment, BIC Amazonia)

« It is important to understand that BIC Amazonia is located in Manaus, capital
of the state of Amazonas, northwest Brazil. Manaus is situated in the middle
of the Amazon forest, approximately 2,500 km from Brazil’s main cities (São Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro). It takes approximately 12 days, most of it by boat, to get
any material from and to Manaus as there are no direct roads linking Manaus
to the main Brazilian cities. Manaus is like an island and therefore has very specific
characteristics that make BIC Amazonia unique.

The development of this region of Brazil began in the late 1960s, when the Brazilian
Government decided to offer financial incentives to companies that were interested
in starting new operations or transferring their existing operations to Amazonia.
Over the course of BIC’s 36 years in this region, it is difficult not to be touched
by the rainforest’s role as the world’s ’lungs,’ and with having one of the world’s largest
repositories of fresh water. Environmental issues such as these, in addition to Brazil’s
social reality of poverty and unemployment, have a profound influence on BIC
Amazonia, and require a serious commitment to sustainable development. »

Desenvolvimento
Sustentável
The BIC Amazonia sustainable development program
is part of the BIC Group’s sustainable development
program. However, as at any other BIC site, BIC
Amazonia develops and implements sustainable
development activities that are best suited to its
unique concerns. Overall responsibility for the local
sustainable development program, including social,
environmental, health and safety (EH&S) related activ-
ities, rests with the top-level executives and mid-level
management of BIC Amazonia.

HISTORY

1969 Tecnocério begins
production
of lighter flints

1973 BIC acquires
Tecnocério and begins
lighter production

1978 Production
of the first shavers

1984 Production
of the first ball pens

1987 New area of 22,000 m2

is purchased
for plant extension

1997 Quality certification
(ISO 9001)

2001 Tecnocério becomes
BIC Amazonia

2002 New area of 25,000 m2

is purchased for another
plant extension

2003 ISO 14001 certification

2008 OHSAS 18001 certification
(forecast)

879 961
1 055

LOCATION: MANAUS, BRAZIL
PRODUCTION: APPROXIMATELY 1 BILLION PRODUCTS PER YEAR
YEARLY PRODUCTION IN MILLIONS UNITS
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

BIC Amazonia has a profound impact on the local community because of the remote location
of Manaus. This is detailed in the economic footprint, detailed on page 39.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Management system

BIC Amazonia has chosen ISO 14001 certification as a means to implement a local environ-
mental management system, a system that is fully consistent with the BIC Group
Environment, Health & Safety (EH&S) policy. The primary objectives of the management system
are the reduction of energy and water consumption, as well as measurable improvements
in waste generation and management. Every year, the targets and achievements are
reviewed to help ensure continuous improvement.

Energy reduction

BIC Amazonia is one hundred percent dependent on electrical power from the public utility
company. At the end of 2003, we received a proposal from a government institution. They
offered to provide a 40-hour training session on energy reduction to a group of employees
from BIC Amazonia in exchange for our commitment to work on reducing our electrical
energy consumption. This benefited both partners: BIC Amazonia reduced energy con-
sumption and cost, and the Government reduced its need to invest in increasing its capacity
to supply power.

BIC Amazonia also implemented technological improvements in compressed air systems.
The first part of this project consisted of interconnecting compressed air supply lines in such
a way that all compressors were able to share capacity. This had not been done before
because the buildings had been built many years apart (see “History”). Once interconnected,

a study revealed that compressors were often running in standby mode (in this mode, the
compressors are 40% less energy efficient). To achieve maximum efficiency, we reduced the
number of operating compressors, resulting in fewer compressors working closer to their
full capacity. This shared capacity resulted in significant energy savings for the entire plant.

BIC Amazonia also reduced air-conditioning needs, allowing for a working temperature that
ranges from 22°C to 24°C. This led to further energy and cost savings.

Water reduction

BIC Amazonia carefully monitors water consumption and attempts to minimize usage,
wherever feasible. For example, air-conditioning systems capture water from humid air as it
is cooled. Due to the high humidity in the Amazon region, air-conditioning generates an
enormous amount of condensed water. To make the best of this situation, this condensed
water is redirected for use in cooling towers, which consume large amounts of water due
to the high rate of evaporation in the Amazon region. This project has resulted in savings of
approximately 3 million liters of water per year. We also discovered another water resource
– the rinse water used in shaver blade manufacturing. This rinse water, previously discarded,
is now captured in a tank and reused in our cooling towers, saving us approximately 3.5 million
liters of water per year.

Waste management

In 2001, we began a massive project to sort our waste. We began the project by making all
employees aware of the importance of sorting and recycling. Once we gained employee
commitment through our Environmental Education Program, we restructured our operations
in such a way that all employees could sort waste at the source where it was generated. In
addition, we also negotiated a contract with a local company to manage our waste disposal.
This company analyzed our sorting process and two of their employees also checked waste
bins and containers in order to ensure proper sorting.

All waste is sorted according to its classification (hazardous and non-hazardous), and also
according to its type (plastic, paper, metal, etc.). Recycling of paper and plastic is done
locally, while metals are shipped to another state. Most of our hazardous waste is sent to a

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

in GJ/ton of production 

WATER CONSUMPTION

in m3/ton of production

PERCENTAGE OF WASTE
REUSED OR RECYCLED

2003 2004 2005

18
15 14.79

2003 2004

16

9 8.76

2003 2004 2005

32%

83% 91%

2005
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local cement factory, which “co-processes” the waste, incorporating the inert ash (result of
incineration in a 2,000ºC furnace) into the cement. In 2004, we treated 150 metric tons of
hazardous waste through co-processing. We have also developed partnerships for the
responsible disposal of fluorescent bulbs, industrial oil, contaminated rags, industrial and
domestic batteries, and more.

Cardboard boxes and wood pallets that were used to pack raw materials and packaging
materials are returned to suppliers so they can be reused. Prior to this program, all of this
packaging was discarded, requiring our suppliers to generate even more packaging to ship
our material.

SOCIAL

The social side of the BIC Amazonia sustainable development program is based on three
objectives:

- reduction of incidents and absenteeism in the workplace through robust HHeeaalltthh  &&  SSaaffeettyy
management,

- improvement of eemmppllooyyeeeess’’  wweellll--bbeeiinngg,

- completing the eedduuccaattiioonn of our employees.

Improving health and safety

Management System

This is a top-level priority. In compliance with the BIC Group Environment, Health & Safety
policy, BIC Amazonia is implementing a Health & Safety program based on the OHSAS 18001
standard (planned certification date: 2008). During the implementation process, BIC
Amazonia is pursuing annual plans to help the plant improve its Health & Safety performance:

- 2005: identification of work hazards and risks;

- 2006: improvement of individual workplaces;

- 2006: improvement of protective equipment.

Labor Gymnastics Program

BIC Amazonia has started a Labor Gymnastics Program. Every day, all Company employ-
ees (manufacturing, supply chain and administrative) participate in a 5- to 10-minute ses-
sion of physical exercises designed to enhance the employee’s ability to efficiently and safe-
ly perform their normal work activities.

Education

Improving the overall level of education of our employees is important for BIC
Amazonia. In addition to the BIC University programs (see the chapter, Our Employees),
BIC Amazonia has organized a specific adult education program, named Educa-BIC. Its
goal is to complete the participants’ basic schooling in science, literature, history, and
other subjects.

This program supports a national initiative by the Brazilian government. The teachers are
actual Brazilian civil servants. BIC Amazonia is financing Educa-BIC, for example, paying the
teachers’ wages and providing classrooms, uniforms and school supplies. Launched in
2004, Educa-BIC has targeted the year 2009 for all participants to complete their schooling.

Coplast is a company that recycles plastic in Manaus. BIC was its first
plastic waste customer 30 years ago. Today, Coplast manages BIC
Amazonia’s cardboard waste, metal waste, and non-recyclable waste.
Some Coplast employees work inside of the BIC facility as part
of daily operations.

« BIC is globally known among its partners and suppliers for its commitment
and ethics. It is also recognized for its responsible conduct with
employees, society and the environment. To have BIC as a business
partner, highlighting our 30-year partnership of responsible waste
processing, is definitely a sign of success. We share similar values
with respect to enthusiasm, teamwork, knowledge, research, innovation
and commitment to fulfilling partnership agreements. It is based on these
similarities that we believe that both BIC and Coplast can grow together,
while improving the current waste management model. »

Reginaldo Pizzonia, director of Coplast, waste management provider
at the Manaus Industrial Cluster, BIC Amazonia business partner

ACCIDENT RATE: NUMBER OF INJURIES
TO EMPLOYEES THAT OCCURED WHILE WORKING
AND THAT RESULTED IN LOST WORK DAYS,
PER MILLION OF HOURS WORKED

SEVERITY RATE: NUMBER OF LOST WORK
DAYS DUE TO INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES
THAT OCCURED WHILE WORKING,
PER THOUSAND OF HOURS WORKED

2003 2004 2005

20.76

15.68

8.56

2003 2004

0.39
0.34

0.19

2005
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Well-being

Employee association

BIC Amazonia has created an employee association, which promotes social and sporting
events, with the purpose of generating additional entertainment for employees, both during
and after work. Examples of some of these events are monthly bingo, internal and external
sports competitions (soccer, volleyball, snooker, chess, checkers, football, dominoes, ping-
pong, etc.), Christmas gifts, Christmas food basket, folklore parties, “Children’s Day” gifts
for the children of employees, and a local grocery store for employees. Every two years,
employees elect a new representative.

Perhaps the most appreciated event amongst all those mentioned is the internal sports
competition where four teams (stationery, lighter, shaver and support) compete against each
other in several sports. Participants in each individual sport play for monetary prizes and
medals, and receive points for their area. At the end of this competition, the team with the
most points wins a trophy. This makes for healthy, fun competition, thus meeting the goal
of providing additional social interaction for employees.

Food Basket

In 2005, BIC Amazonia ran a campaign with the purpose of eliminating (or at least reducing)
food leftovers from employees at the cafeteria. When returning plates to the cafeteria after
meals, if an employee had no food leftovers, he or she received a ticket to deposit his or
her name in a box. Every month, this box was opened and 10 employees received a basket
of food. This large basket provides the means to feed a family for several days, in a social
context where some BIC employees are the only persons working in their family.

Internal employees survey

This year, BIC Amazonia began an internal marketing program. One of the first steps of the
program was to assess employee satisfaction with the Company (e.g., working hours, work
period, cafeteria, benefits, management, safety, etc.). This was accomplished by handing
out a questionnaire to all employees asking for their opinion regarding 100 different situa-
tions at BIC Amazonia. The questionnaire helped us to better understand employee needs,
perceptions, feelings, etc. The survey will also help us prepare an action plan, with the main
purpose of increasing employee satisfaction within the Company.

LOCAL CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

BIC Amazonia is committed to improving the social and environmental situation of the
surrounding community by participating in local charitable activities. Three major activities
were the highlights of 2005:

Clean Conscience: This yearly event, promoted by a subsidiary of Brazil’s most important
TV station, raises awareness of riverside inhabitants with respect to river pollution and its
consequences. Employees from several companies in Manaus visit these riverside commu-
nities, increase the inhabitants’ awareness, and obtain their help in collecting recyclable
waste to clean up the riverside. The recyclable waste is then sold by a Non-Governmental
Organization (NGO) and the money is used to help children with cancer. The high point of this
program is the contest promoted by the event organizers. Each company is assigned an
area, and the company that collects the greatest amount of recyclable waste wins. In 2004,
BIC Amazonia was the champion and in 2005, it took second place.

Good Volunteers: This program, promoted by the State of Amazonas Industry Association,
involves several companies promoting a variety of social activities. BIC Amazonia partici-
pates by offering entertainment for kids. We promote drawing contests, playing with children,
and other activities.

Christmas Hope: This program motivates both employees and partners (suppliers, cus-
tomers, etc.) to donate food to poor families. Every year, BIC Amazonia commits to matching
the quantity of food donated by employees and partners. In 2005 for example, the total
donated by employees and partners, plus the amount donated by BIC Amazonia, added up
to 40 metric tons of food. This food is gathered by the State of Amazonas Industry
Association, which donates it to poor families.

BIC Amazonia
volunteer activities
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ECONOMIC FOOTPRINT

In 2004, we conducted a pilot(1) study of the BIC factory in Manaus (Brazil) to better under-
stand the impact of our activities on the local economy. The facility opened in 1973 and has
become responsible for 95 percent of BIC’s sales in the Brazilian and South American
marketplaces.

The study’s goal was to determine the percentage of BIC’s expenditures that stays locally
in the city of Manaus (graph 1) and the number of people benefiting economically from our
activities (graph 2).

The city of Manaus is located in a very remote area (the Amazon) where industry has been
concentrated in a few sectors. Approximately 23 percent of BIC’s expenditures remain locally
in Manaus. Our other expenditures go to the rest of Brazil (43%) and to foreign countries
(34%). Yet, a significant portion of the amount that remains in Manaus, mainly employee and
supplier wages, is spent locally, due to the isolation of this city. Thus, we have calculated that,
beyond the 579 direct jobs created by the site, BIC also generates more than 1,450 local
jobs and supports in total more than 4,900 people in the city of Manaus (see graph 2).

Moreover, the site sustains 809 BIC retirees(2) and 70 employees of its direct suppliers in
Brazil (excluding Manaus). Finally, the site supports approximately 126 jobs among its foreign
suppliers, including 60 positions in other BIC subsidiaries.

(1) Study based on 2003 data, carried
out by the consultancy Utopies for BIC

(2) Number of people receiving the State allowance 

(3) Only operating expenses appear in this graph

(4) Average exchange rate in 2003: 1 R$ = 0.25€

Graph 1 presents a first round
of distribution of BIC’s expenditures.
Graph 2 shows jobs generated after
three rounds of expenditures
distribution (low hypothesis).
The amount that stays locally
becomes much smaller beyond
this level of distribution.  

1- Breakdown of the incomes
and expenditures(3)

of BIC Manaus factory

• Incomes (in Brazilian real, R$(4))

• Expenses (in Brazilian real, R$)

• Manaus

• Brazil (excl. Manaus)

• International

2- BIC’s impact
on employment in Manaus

• Number of jobs

• Other members of the family living 
on the employee’s wages

• Local expenditures
(wages, taxes, purchases…)
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Ecodesign Process that consists of taking into account the environment
when designing products. Ecodesign aims to reduce all aspects
of environmental impact, throughout the life cycle of a product.

GRI Global Reporting Initiative: independent international institution that recommends
rules to be followed in preparing reports on sustainable development.

ILO International Labor Organization.

ISO International Organization for Standardization.

Life cycle Series of phases in the life of a product, from the extraction of raw materials,
production, distribution, and usage to the disposal at end of life.

Loi Nouvelles French law (effective May 15, 2001) that stipulates new economic regulations.
Régulations Article 116 requires listed French companies to disclose the way they deal

Économiques (NRE) with the social and environmental consequences of their activities.

Reference Report containing all relevant accounting, legal and financial information,
document necessary to the presentation of a company for a given fiscal year.

The content is defined by the circular COB no. 98-01 for companies
listed on the Premier Marché of the Paris Bourse.

Stakeholders The different audiences who participate in, observe and are directly
or indirectly influenced by an enterprise: employees, customers, consumers,
suppliers, shareholders, NGOs, legal representatives, governments,
local authorities, and others.

Sustainable “…development which meets the needs of the present without compromising
development the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

The Brundtland Report (1987), Our Common Future.

Glossary
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Scope and choice of indicators

The period covered is January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2005. A previous report was published in May 2005. Indicators have been chosen to allow clear interpretation
of the data. Only indicators are considered that reflect the activities of the Company and their impact. Data is the result of consolidating Company-wide information from
all French and foreign sites, except when only local data is available, or when it is more relevant than consolidated information. The sustainable development committee
members verify the accuracy of the published data.
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